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These lire the latest photographs of German i l.oncr.s taken liy the allies In the great hut tic of the Murne
the Germans have been driven hack to their original lines in I'liinee. None of the prisoners took
and most of them
to bo glad of their lot.
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(Somme river to the river hist below
Itoye apparently has checked the eastward march of the allied troops.
Germi n reslsinnee has not prevent.
iP1' ,,lt! French on tlie extreme south- e'ui or the line from winning ad- jirn
ditional points of great strategic value
tlu'
uml forest region between
"mo and the Matz, where Lan- -'
('
and
Noyon are the ultimate ob- -l
!ltny
Actives. The capture of these places
.would result probably In tho forced
evacuation by the Germans of th
Noyon, ltoye, ehuulncs line nnd would
jhave u, marked effect on the battle
running southeastward past Sois-- j
sons and thence along the Vesle river,
Line's Center Holds.
The battle line In the north and on
the center remains virtually as it
stood Monday, although all tho allied
troops have bettered their stand?
slightly and taken additional
era. The Americans and French at
last accounts still were In tho en.'
Another amendment offered hyjvlrnns of Bray, north of the river,
Senator Reed and accepted by the while south of the river the .Germans
committee provides that orders grant-- i continued in possession of ChaulneH
lug deferred classification or cxeirip- - and Hove, which seemingly they ln- tlon from military service for indus tended to defend at all hazards.
Fresh reinforcements and large
trial reasons shall be revoked when
tlie man to whom tills classification numbers of guns have been brought
has been slveti cease to work at mtch up by Ihe eireniy t aid him In hta
occupation while physically ablo to endeavors to hold the line, which la
essential to the safety of tho German
do so.
armies now In the pocket descrlhed 6y
Promotions to lie I'osmIIiI.o
Still another amendment offered by the somme on the north and cast and ,
tho Missouri senator would permit sol- tiic Oise on the south.
diers and sailors regardless of age,
(iermnns Viciously Counter.
The Germans are not merely on the
who have either volunteered or been
to
defensive.
commissions.
At salient points hore and
receive
drafted,
They
also would be made eliglblo for ad- there they are delivering violent counter-attacks
mission to officers schools.
against tho allies and are
Tho measure was also amended so also bombarding fiercely
the rear
as to provide that the wife of a sol- areas.
dier or sailor shall not be disqualified
tho
efforts
enemy's
Notwithstanding
for nny position under the govern- Chaulnes is receiving a mighty visitament because she Is a married woman, tion of shells from the allied guns, and
Passage of the bill was predicted Roye has been so encroached upon I
that It is now under a heavy crossfire
by Senator Chamberlain In a wtute-meafter the committed had deciiled from both the north and south, seem- - i
to report tho bill favorably.
Ingly both towns ultimately must be
Men ul Once Available.
evacuated. An added danger to Roye i
is
to
enable the Is the fact that the French are knock- - I
The bill
framed
nation to increase its war program ing at the door of Lasslgny. about
in accordance with an understanding seven miles to the south, and also
reached with the nllies. About 13,000,-00- 0 ire pressing forward eastward toward
men would bo registered under Noyon In a wedgo driving maneuver- the new law and Provost Marshal which not only la outflanking Roy.v
General Crowder estimates 2, "98,000 but bringing Noyon dally nearer
men between ages of IS and 20 and
of tho big guns.
32 and 45 will bo available at onco.
F.nemy in Retreat.
Action by tho committee followed
Unofficial reports say the Germans,
consideration.
about a week's
During fearing capture In the pocket between
that time Secretary Raker, General Uoye and the Oise, already are
March and General Cfowdcr appeared
along the Olso valley toward
to explain the imperative necessity Noyon and If the statements should
for extending the draft ages and to prove true It is not unlikely that the
entiro German battle line to the north
urge prompt action.
will give way in unison and that even
there may lie a readjustment of th '
enemy front from Soissons to Rhelms.
Far to the north from Ypres to Albert there has been considerable activity on the part of the British andj
V

5,

442 ARE MISSING

.

I

WashiiHtnui, Aug. 13. f Tim senate
military committee tod;iy voted 10 report favorably nt once tlie adnilnlstrillion man power hill extending draft
iiK''s to from IS to 4ft years, but with
:ni amendment by Senator Heed of
.Missouri to have the government,
two years education free for all
l.oys under 21 years old to be given
iutur the war
Senator Chamberlain
nnuoiineed
that tlie bill would be reoortefl Thurs- day and that If a quorum is pre'sent
'lie unanimous consent agreement will
e set aside and consideration of the
nicaauro taken up next Monday.
.
olunteers Are
The Reed amendment affects both
army and navy volunteers nnd those
who have been drafted.
"Application for such educational
privileges," the amendment provides,
shall be made within six months
after discharge and. the applicant
shall begin his studies promptly after
his application shall have been np- ltulcs and regulations for
proved.
out this provisions shall he
promulgated by the president."
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With the French Army In France,
Aug. 13 (by the Associated Press).
Durinrr tho battles of tho last few
days bombing pianos have virtually
replaced the heavy artillery which the
allies wero not able to bring up fast
enough.
These, airplanes immediately itttack
groups of infantry, convoys und supply trains when thov receive signals,
'
from recoiinoitering planes.
Jtombing squadrons are t
ready
at airdromes so that they muy take
the air at the instant a call is received from signal planes, troops or
corvoys in villages or at road terminals.
y
This system was employed at
the other day. An observing
piano reported the town encumbered
with troops and supply trains.' Airplanes to the number of 121 flew to
twenty-on- e
tons of
the Bpot and
This attack-causebombs were dropped.
a largo fire, destroyed motor
,
lorries and blocked tho streets of
tieing up the movement of tlie
enemy fur hours.
All cross roads as well ns railway
Junctions where
important lines of
communication meet are under continual attack from the bombing
planes..
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Boston, Muss.. Aug. 13. "We re not
baby Killers, so don't tell any lien
about us when you reach land," was
the parting shot of tho youthful commander of a German submarine which
sunk the schooner Kato Palmer Saturday, Cnpt. Udwurd Russell, of tho
fishermen stated on li's arrival hero
today.
While aboard the submarine, Captain Russell said he observed the officers and men closely. All of them
were young. Tho commander v;ih riot
more than 21 and most of the crew
Veslo front.
were below that use They evidently
American Position Strategic
wero not
with the Atlantic
General Liggctt's corps probably Is .coast and familiar
depended wholly, ho said,
regarded as the mobile reserve of the on bulky sets of charts.
first army. Should aggressive operations be undertaken on the American
front this corps probably would be XOKWI :G f AN STF.AM F.R
Sl'Mv OFF XFAV YORK
used there.
The American sector includes what
New York, Aug. -- 13. German subalready has been considered the logical road to Berlin. It was across lines marines again took toll of shipping in
now held by Americans
that the' watera adjacent to this port when the
French struck In 1914 before the 3,875 ton Norwegian steamship
was sunk off Fire Island yesplunge of the German army through
Belgium localized the war In north- terday.
The Sominerstfid, whoso crew of
ern France.
thirty-on- e
was brought hero today,
,vj ,uii,u,t,iia ill t
HIKl Uli
AUTOMOBILES
NOT
ituni;
was
under charter to the United States
ttin Mdl'nO
n, fn.nl....
...... ..v alU- Dlixn Ul
!.,
lUIWtllg llltf
The vessel was on the
board.
shipping
back until the opportunity
SUB AWAIT OWNER enemy to
drive back at him, and It Is way hero from Norway in ballast.
conies
Captain Hanson, master of tho ship,
regarded by officers here that It will
1ST MORNINO JOURNAL SRICIAL LIARIO
o'clock yesterbe over American lines that the real said she was sunk at
New York. Aug. 13. Careful search thrust at Germany will be driven day morning. The crew was picked
up by a passing vessel.
of the banks of the Gowanus canal in home.
Brooklyn tonight by federal officers
and police failed to reveal the presFISHIXG VKSSFJj SI NK
ence of a submarine, knocked down
ltY SI IVS Gl'MIIlti:
as
boxed
and
reported earlier In the
. Mass.,
Aug. 13. The
Nantucket,
day.
auxiliary schooner Marl and Nettie
They did find, however, nearly 500
was added to the list today to the list
boxed automobiles and quantities of
of fishing vpssehi sunk by a German
packed machinery. United States MarBY
submarine off Georges b.ink Saturday.
who
the
directed
shal Power,
search,
The six members of the crew, picked
said the material had been consigned
to the late imperial government of
up 100 miles east of Nantucket and
brought here with four survivors of
Russia.
the schooner Lena May, reported that
thoir
vessel had been sunk by gunfire
PRISONERS TOTAL
after having been looted by a raiding
squad from the
28,000 SAYS HAIG
An American flag, torn from the
masthead of tho little schooner, was
IrV uoftNiN
taken
aboard tho enemy craft by a
journal pef al HAtto whi
who wrapped it
London, Aug. ,13. Since the allied Vessel Was Carrying Troops German officer,
Montdidier-Amlens
offensive began on the
in Mediterranean Bound for around his neck and gave a grotesque
sector August 8 the total capexhibition of dancing, while his men.
tures by the French first army, and
armed with a revolver, looked on
Egypt; Second Steamer Tor- each
the British fourth army have aggreand cheered.
This was the story told here by surgated 28,000 men and 600 guns, uayt
pedoed Four Days Later4.
Field Marshal Halg's communication
vivors of the vessel. The fishermen
from headquarters tonight The comhad been ordered ahoard the
munication adds that Tuesday passed
where ten of them stood agair,st the
IT MOSNIN JOURNAL iPICIAL LIAIIO
in comparative quiet on the battle
W,I
conning tower to be photographed. As
AUB.
13
ParlS.
Vnlli.
wero being lined up for tho pic,
front.
,
forty-twmen are missing as a result they
ture 4hcy were Jeered by the
in mo mi peuuing ' or
tne French crew and knocked nbout when they
steamer Djemnah In the Mediterran- filled to move as rapidly as the comean the night of July
THE WEATHER
while mander ordered.
bound from Rizerta in
A member of the submarine crew
with troops on board, according to an who spoke KnglAh very brokenly, was
FORECAST.
oiucmi uiinuunuemeni tonignt.
asked why they wanted a photograph.
Four days later the French steamer
"That goes back to Germany,", he
Denver, Colo., Aug. 13. For New Australian also was torpedoed In the replied, "to show what we do over
Mexico: Wednesday partly cloudy, Mediterranean.
.
here. We have a lot of them. They
jtassfbiy local showers, cooler exlook good In Berlin."
treme east portion; Thursday partly
All of the men from the Lena May
The Djemnah was an old steamer,
and
showers
cloudy
warmer, with
built in 1875 at La Cistat. She was nnd the Karl and Nettie,
another
northwest portion.
fisherman
397 feet long, thirty-nin- e
Kent down by gunfire, said
feet beam,
Arizona:. Wednesday partly cloudy, and thirty feet depth. She is registered they received outrageous treatment
local showers north and east portion; as' owned by the Messagerles
g at the hands of the Germans.
Hising
to the surface In the rnlJst of the fleet,
Thursday generally fair and warmer.
of Parts and Marseilles.
the submarine commnmler found more
LOCAL REPORT.
vessels than he could sink immediANNA HELD'S BODY
t
ately. They were told to stand byvand
A summary of local weather condidestruction.
TO REST IN .FRANCE await'
tions for the twenty-fou- r
:In the desire to obtain food and
hours ending
at 6 p. m, yesterday follows: Maxiclothing tlie commander set out In o
mum temperature, 81 degrees; miniTT MOIINIH
JOURNAL.
RVCIAL LflMB Wlfl
dory and to save his own fnen from
mum. 42 degrees; range. 39c; temNew "York, Aug.. 1J. The funeral rowing. Capt. Frank Lynch) of the
toLena May and two other fishermen
perature at
l. m., 68; southeast of Anna Held will be held here
winds; partly cloudy; .01 Inch precip- morrow. After the war the body will wero required to man the boats. Thfj
be taken, to Paris,
wero ordered repeatedly to hurry,.
itation.
,
,
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CLASSIFICATION TO BE
OUTFLANKING OF FOE
WATCHED IN FUTURE
NOW BECOMES'FACTOR

W,,

Aug. 13. Secretary
Baker was formally advised today by
General Pershing that the first American field army hud been created, (Jen- era! Pershing retaining command of
the army as well as of ,the entire
American expeditionary forco for tho
,
present.
Formation of the army Is taken here
to mean that the Americanization of a
definite portion of the front has been
completed. The only statement of the
location of this American front, given
is that it is "south of the Murne." Presumably tills means a part, at least,
of the long line from St. Mihlel to tho
Swiss border, where American troops
have been put in at( intervals during
the last few months.1
To Hold Certain Scotor.
The extent of thub front has no!
been disclosed, nor has. the definite
strength of the army been given. The
advices indicate that it comprises,
however, five full corps, which means
approximately 1,250,000 men.
The effect of (he taking over the
lino is to make a definite beginning at
apportioning the long front. The
British hold the left flank, aided by
the Belgians, from the North sea to
the junction of the British fourth army
and the French first army in l'icardy.
French Defend Paris.
In that position the British stand
between the enemy and the channel
ports, which would bs hh only road
ta .England while the British fleet exists.
.The French armies presumably are
being concentrated wholly between the
Picardy juncture with the British, and
the American left beyond Verdun.
They block the roads to Paris.
To the Americans will fall the remainder of the front to the Swiss border, when the other American armies
shall have been formed.
Pershing In Command.
The first army now undoubtedly
holds the bulk of that line, with such
French help as Is necessary.
The
whole line probably is under General
Pershing's direct command.
From the five temporary corps
commanders, General Pershing probably will select the commander of the
first army. Opinion here is his choice
will be Maj. Gen. Huter Liggett, now
commanding the first corps on the
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Military Com nittee With Possession of Heights to
Man
on
Votes Favorably
South of Town Retirement
and Preparations
owe
By Germans Will Be Forced
A
M
i to Pass at Once,
By Artillery Around Roye,

Initiative

With the French Army In France,
Aug. 13 (by the Associated Press).
The situation since the battle of the
Avre shows a change which fpr rapidity and extent has rarely been apMarproached In military history.
shal Fooh's strategy and the masterly
tactics have In three weeks wrested
from the Germans what required foiv
months for them to obtain at a cost
variously estimated at from 700,000
to 1,000,000 men.
The Immediate results of the
which will have the
greatest bearing on subsequent operations are the clearing of the Chateau-Thierr- y
pocket, ending the menace to
Kpernay and Purls; the liberation of
Montdldler;
ending the menace to
Amiens; the freeing of the Important
eastern railroad litie from Pails to
Chalons and the equally important
'northern line from Paris to Aniens;
restoring to the allies means of communication which give them enormously greater ease In future movements of troops.
German wedges Fail.
These successes render Impossible
any rupture of the line which would
separate the French armies of the
center from those of the east, or a'
rupture of the junction between ti:c
French and British, The most disastrous consequence to the Germans
aside fr.oiu. thV beaj losses kthy sustained in men and "material Is the collapse of their plans to drive wedges
Into the allied lines and the subsequent widening and, joining which
would have threatened general dislocation.
Marshal Foch's strategy It reducing the salient wedges wrested the initiative in operations from the Germans, at oneo obliging them either to
order a general retreat to a strong
lino such as the Somme, or to engage
reserves.
The enemy adopted
the
second alternative which, having failretirement Imed, makes eventual
mensely more difficult.
French West of Xoyon.
The first phase of the battle of the
Avre finds the' French with a footing
Thiescourt
upon
plateau, west of
Noyon, which has vital Importance In
future operations. The Germans must
cither capture at high cost, If they
can, or abandon Noyon, which means
the fall of, Roye and Lassigny wnieh
already are under Imminent menace
vof capture.
The disaster which menaced General von Hutier's army has bton
The few
averted for the moment.
narrow passages which now are open
for the withdrawal of his stoics are
so harassed by the bombs of aviators
and the fire of heavy artillery that
prompt escape is Impossible, rendering probaoie a desperate effoit by the
Germans to cling to their 1914 lines.

ENEMY'S

Senate

FRONT IS COMPLETED

Wrested From En- Sector Held By Yanks ConsidHim to Retreat
Causes
ered Logical Road to Berlin;
emy
or Risk Reserve Losses;
Maj. Gen, Hunter Liggett
in
Lines
Hands,
Strategic
May Lead First Army,
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Three Weeks Territory Has General Pershing Will Remain
Which Took
in Command
of American
Gentians Four Months to
Contingent Formally Crc- atccl Into Field Unit,
Occupy at Huge Cost,
ARMIES

YEARS FREE
FOR

Been Regained
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German Prisoners Taken in Battle on Marne

1,250,000 MEN
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London, Aug, 13. The Uritish government has Issued a declaration
formally recognizing the Cecho-Slo-vak- s
as an allied nation nnd the three
armies as' an allied
force regularly waging warfare against
the central powers.
Cjiecho-Klova-

.mi:icic

SYMPATHY

i;.phi;.ssi:i

uv. laxsixc;

Wnshinglon, Aug. 13, Recognition
by tho lirilish government of the
ns an Independent allied nation arrayed ngnlnst the cental power follows slmiltur action by
I'.alv and France.
(inly recently Secrelary Lansing expressed the deep
sympathy with
which Ibis government views the national aspirations of the
and other oppressed peoples of
(lie
empire.
W hen Informed
by the Associated
Press tonight of the action of Great
nvilain, Prof. T. O. Masaryk, President of th( C.echo-Klovaforces operating in Italy, France and Siberia,
expressed his high appreciation and
said it was doubly valuable ulnce It
comes after adoption of a simlliar
course, by the other two great allied
powers.
Only recently Prof. Masaryk placed
forces under
all the f'necho-Slova- k
his command at the disposal of MarThe
forces in Siberia are
shal Foch.
to be aided by, miljtary expeditions
new being sent to that country by tho
United States. Great Britain, Japan,
France and China.'
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E1 Paso, Texas, Aug. 13.

Secretary

Amonett, of the Pauhandle Southtowestern Stockmen's association,
day denied that drouth conditions prevailed in the Panhandle section of
Texas nnd In Arizona and New Mexico
He said reports received in his office
since Rumlay u'.c'Acd that rains had
fallen recently in this section and that
tlie Panhandle district, as well us
practically all of Arizona, much of
New Mexico nnd northern Mexico had
hecn visited with good rains which
had made the grass fair for grazing
with good prospects for winter grass.
He also denied reports given out in
eastern Texas that cattlemen of this
section were being forced to sell their
cattlo because of drouth, conditions
The Panhandle and
Stockmen's association receives range
reports weekly from Its inRpector
throughout this section and all of
these have reported good rains during
tho past week. Secretary Amonett said
the war finance committee has given
the cattlemen assurance that nil cat-ti- e
loans would be carried by the federal rcsrv( bank until the cattle
could be marketed to a good advantage.
South-weste-

.
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JERUSALEM TO SEE r
'
AMERICAN BASEBALL

f KiAI. IKARtO WtRVt
3,
JuK.
Americans
'serving wiUi the Uritish army in Palintroduce
baocbe.lt
to
In that
estine are
country and presei't plans calling for
a number of games in Jerusalem.
Comptetn outfits for four teams were
shipped from Washington todnv by Uie
Clark Griffith ball find bat fund.
tmt MORN,? JOURNAL

Washington.

1

-

reoc-cupatl-

k

RANGES ARE

French forces against the German!

Tho latest- Gorman communication as-- !
serts that all the attacks were re-- 1
pulsed.
On 'tlie Vesle river the Germans in ,
attacks against Fismette, which is
held by the Americans and French,
.are said to have driven the allies to
the southern bank of the river. A ,
counter-attac- k
resulted in the
of the village.
s
in Russia, who
The
are opposing the Bolshevik element,
have been formally recognized by
Great Britain as an allied nation and
their armies as un allied force waging
war against the Teutonic allies.
Czecho-Slovak-

(V HORNINA JOURNAL RPKCIAL IKARfO WIN
Montevideo, Aug. 13. Strikers estimated to number 15,000, assembled in

the Plaza independencia late this af
ternoon and delivered fiery speeches
in which the name of tho president
of the republic was frequently men
tioned. Cavalry attempted to disperse
the gathering and was fired on by the
strikers. Tho cavalrymen returned tho
firo. No reports as to the number of
casualties have been received.
The general strike which has" been
in progress hero for several days is
Czccho-Klovnrepresentatives In paralyzing commerce, especially trade
tho entente capitals have) contended bv sea. Today the port workers and
Jo.nedr the
that establishment of on independent packing house employes
Czeeho-Slovanation after the war strikers, resulting in the stoppage of
to
allied
nations
meat
shipments
would set mi a barrier between GerNumerous business houses have closed
..
many and Austria.
as a result of the strike. The scarcity
of food supplies in' tho city It becom
.:
CREW OF TORPEDOED
tng serious.
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Mass., Aug. 13 The
crew of six men of .tho swnrjflshlng
schooner Cruiser who were thought to
have lost their lives when their craft
was sunk by a Gorman submarine In
Georgia's lirinks Saturday afternoon,
were brought In here today. Thev rowed for 180 miles In their dories liefore
they were rescued off Great Round
Shoal lightship, six miles off this
island.
The men from the Cruiser said they
saw the submarine attacking other
fishermen and quickly decided to
abandon their veKsM. Packing a quantity of provisions in ft dory they put
off before the submarlni came up.
Rowing sway, tho' Cruiser's men
ssw the fishing schooner On Time,
on her beam ends, The crew of the
On Time had taken tt a ilory before
their ship was uholled.

IBV
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Bees Kill Horses
Boy Is Unconscious
Result of the Stings
'NV MORNINO JOURNAL RRRCIAt. LKARIQ

Denver,

Baxtrum,

WRt

13. Marlon
Colo.. Aug.
17, of Meado, Colo., is un-

conscious tonight as the result of an
attack by a swarm of bees this afternoon. His sister, Kllen, IS, was also
badly stung and the two horses which
they were driving to a wagon wore
etung to death. .Neighbors rescued the
children with fire extinguishers.
Riisebull for Ynnks.
New York, Aug. 13. Orders for
more than 500,0l0 worth of sporting8
goods for tho American armyover-seahave been placed by the Y. M.
O. A.
The orders Include 180,00

baseballs.

-

MORNINO JOURNAL tRKCIAL LfASIO WlRCl

Denver, Colo., Aug. 13. With a re- -,
ported decrease in the July coal output from Colorado mines, rattening
of consumers in this district this win
ter may be considered when fuel administrators of twelve states in the
Uocky mountain region meet August
2
in Denver. The meeting has been
called by the federal fuel administra
.
tion.
States which will be represented aru
New Mexico, Missouri. Utah, Arizona,
Arkansas. Iowa, Kansas. Nebraska.
Oklahoma, Texas. Wyoming and CoJj
,.
oriulo.
.

Austrian Propaganda.

London, Aug. It. Reuter's agency
says It learns front a well informed
source that the Austrian government
is sending a deputation of selected
Swedish . Journalists t
Serbia to attempt to prove to tha
world thnt the treatment of the peo
pie of Serbia is entirely satisfactory
an

;

;.
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i
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On :count of the Death in the family of War. Wm. E. Mauger our store will
close at 1 p. m. Today to remain closed
for the afternoon.
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EXPLANATION

Sinking of Sommcrstad Mys- - Defendant From Miami, Ariz,, Lcnine's Declaration That
State of War Existed BeTells Jurors Copper Mine
tifies Captain When Torpetween Russia and Allies
do "Returns" to Attack;
Strike. Was Not Started in
Causes Diplomats Demand,
Effort to Obstruct War,
Gas Oil Causes Discussion,
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British Airplanes Join Artillery
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New Fall Dresses
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in Finest Satins and Silk:-Latest Models. Value.- t
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Bombarding Transport
Trains; Earthworks Indicate
Enemy Effort to Stand,
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GOLDEN RULE
Dry Goods Company
SEE THE WINDOWS
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Paris, Aug. 12. There ban been desd
perate
fightin.; ihirrng
the last two days on the

&

hand-to-han-

I
Li

-

e

'"""

occupation by the infantry
and artillery in Chaulness uinl Xoye
would, be a critical situation for the
Germans In their retreat. Light clement of cavalry and cyclists already
have penetrated both points, but permanent occupation by tho allies and
their control of the roads leading to
Xesles have not yet been obtained.
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The Program
Nowadays
Is to Save I
food
. Grape-Nut- s

"
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The British admiralty report of the
Ameland fight said that niotoibnats
cngneed In the expedition failed to return but that there was no other damage nor any other casualties.

fits in fine with this
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conserves wheat.
Grape-Nut- s

is economical, nourishing and delicious.
lry a package, j
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Phoenix. Ari?.. Aug. 13 Actintt on GERMANY ASKS AID OF
the complaint of the chairman of the
state council of defers of New MexAUSTRIA
WEST
ico, Thomas J. Croaff, federal direc
tor of labor for Arizona, todav notiNORNIN. JOURNAL ...CM. L....O
fied the Arizona cotton growers asso,.)
Paris, Aug. 1J (Havas Agency).
ciation to stoo- advertising throughout Arizona, New Mexico and Texas Germany has been compelled to call
y
upon
for help on the
for labor.
n
There is always nt this season a western front and
are
tho Echo
troops
cotton
In
there,
arriving
tho
grent demand for labor
De
Pans says todav.
fields of Salt River valley.
These troops, it adds, nre being sent
to quiet sectors of the front.
Foreign Interests Haired.
British Destroyer Sunk.
Aug. 13. President
Washington,
London, Aug. 13. A British torWilson todav Issued a proclamation
boat
to
the pedo
destroyer wn sunk by an
putting Into effect amendments
act creating the shipping board de- enemy submarine in the Mediterran
signed to prevent foreign Interests ean on August C. Seven of the destroy
lost. The admirfrom obtaining control.' of American ers comptement-weralty made this announcement today.
bhljn pj shipyards.

IN'

Ausrin-HunKnr-

Austro-iiungarla-

e

ti

LIA.ID WIR.

San Antonio, Tex., Aug. 13. Second
Lieutenant I.awton B. Evans, of Augusta, Ga., died this arternoon at the
-base hospital, Brooke Field, from Inreceived when the airplane he
juries
OUT was driving
ell In a tall spin near the
field yesterday.

PICKERS NOT

COTTON

DIEfrOF INJURIES

7

Keeps con-

IRT MORNINS JOURNAL .RICIAL
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ID WIR.l

tents clean
and dry.

London, Aug. 13. it is reported
from Moscow by way of Berlin that
the diplomatic representatives of the
entente have handed a collective note
to War Minister Trotzky, demanding
within three days an explanation of
Premier. Lenine's threat that Russia
h
would declare war "against
imperialism," the Central
News states today.
Anglo-Frenc-

!K

15

salt..
awnv with .ulnltfirnrfifl toefoloaa
Avoids vexation and waste. Insures sanitation. Beautifies'
the table. Handsome stone engraved crystal glass cellar.
Top of new costly Areo Metal. Won't corrode. Requires
no polishing. Always bright, clean, ready for use.

A USEFUL, PRACTICAL

S

TABLE NECESSITY

KKLIKVH TO IIAVK FEET)

We have the sale of this wonderful new shaker which
we want you to see. A demonstration will convince you
of its merit.

13.

Reports
Washington, Aug.
through Berlin that allied diplomats
have demanded an explanation of a
threat by Lenine, Bolshevikl premier,
of a declaration of war against the allies, are assumed here to refer to the
action of American and allied consuls In calling in a body August 1 on
Tchitcherln, the foreign commissioner

--

of Moscow.
The consuls, after being told by Lenine that a state of war existed between Russia and the allies, demanded an explanation. They were told
that the statement was not necessarily to be interpreted as a war declaration; that it rather wrts a declaration
of a state of defense similar to the sit- uatlon existing at. one time between
Russia and Germany.
American Consul Poole, informed
the state department of the incident,
in a message dated August 2. The
next word that was received from
Moscow was a press report transmitted to the state department stating
that the British and French consular
officials had been placed under arrest

$1.00

IRY

MOKNINO

Per Set.

1

Strong Brothers
THE PIONEER

HOME FURNISHERS

Second and Copper.
Strong Block.
Storage at reasonable rates in the largest and best
built warehouse in the city.

by the Bolshevikl.

The consuls later
New Crop Straw, the hales arc large
were reported released.
price 35ets. For
pciiH,
Since these events transpired le- Hens nests and packing.
W.
nine and Trotzy have fled to Kronstadt, according to reports from several sources.
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Paris, Aug. 13. The Frenchresumed the offensive today between the
Matz and the Oise rivers, making progress to the north and east of Guqy
and thereby increasing the menace to
tho Germans at Lasslgny, according to
the war office statement tonight.
Strong enemy resistance was unavailing to stop the attackers.
Tho text of the statement reads:
"During the day our troops resumed their uttacks in the wooded region between the Matt and the Oise,
In spite of strong enemy resistance
we succeeded in making progress to
tho north and east of Gury. Wo have
gained a footing in tho park of Ples-siDo Itoye and reached Jielval.
further east we have advanced our
lines about two kilometers to the
north of the village of Cambronno.
"Eastern theater. August 12: A Ser
bian assaulting detachment matlo a
successful incursion into the enemy
lines and brought back prisoners and
material. In spite of a violent wind
our aviators have used machine guns
and working
against organizations
parties to the west Ot Gicvgeie.
"British aviators have bombarded
enemy bivouacs to the north of this

FOR SALT and- - PEPPER

flops

ago.

HOLS I lEYT K I KA

Sjami-DrY-Sha.- ke

Ik

It was reported Monday that Premier Lenine and War Minister Trotzky had fled from Moscow to the naval stronghold of Kronstadt, and that
tho Bolshevikl government would fallow them there? Owing to the difficulties of communication with Russia, it seems prohable that the above
dispatch has been delayed in transit
and refers io the event of several days

FRENCH.

if

'rofiis
How much do you think it costs

er

locality."

ITALIAN

Hnp-goo-

versity, Dallas, Texas.

idea. No fuel required to prepare;
no 6Ugar needed;
there's no waste;
and the use of barley, in its .making,
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Washington, Aug. 13. Eighteen
additional schools were notified today
of their qualification for tho establishment of student army training
units. They include Colorado school
of mines and South Methodist uni-

V1

T

r

MORE SCHOOLS NAMED

(

of Honor
Casualties

Bolld

AS TRAINING
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Roll

front. Tho Germans are defending the ground inch
by inch, Intent on saving the bulk of
the armies of Generals von dcr Mar-wit- z
and von Hutler which aro retreating In the direction of Nr.sle and Hum.
The allied pressure has not been dibut the Germans have
minished,
brought up. reserves which hud been
intended; for intensive purposes,

ted

LKACKO

sub-miirl-
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Chicago, Auk. 13. After four days
German
on the witness stand William D. HayWashington.
wore
waters
raids in American
of
general secretary-treasure- r
understood to have been dismissed to- wood,
1. W. W.,' concluded his testimony
the
session
an
ot
prolonged
unusually
day
cf
of the cabinet, but if any new plans today at the trial of 100 official-tor combatting this menace were the organization
charged wKh condisclosed.!
was
not
formulated, it
spiracy to interfere with the
The only report of the activities ot
in its conduct of the war,
the raiders reaching the navy departHe was followed on llif stand by
ment during the day told of the de Edward Robbing, recenWy
sociali.it
struction of the Norwegian steamer candidate for mayor Hcsanton. Pa.,
twenty-fwno told of speech made tn tnat city
Sommerstad, yesterday morning,
ive
miles southeast of Fire Inland, by Albert Prashner, a defendant, SepNT.
Y. Captain Hansen and his- - crew tember 4, 1917, in which he declared
of thirty men were landed by a naval that Germany was responsible for
patrol boat which round them at sea starting the war.
in small boats, ten hours after the
AriA-maMan Witness.
steamer went down.
H. .T. Kane, Miami. Aii7.., another
Circling Is Kxplnincd.
the I.
defendant, testified
Destruction of tho Souimerstad ly W. W. strike in theregarding
Ariaona copper
a torpedo which passed under the mines last .summer .and emphaticallyship's bow and later circled and struck
dented thnt the trouble was due to a
the vessel amidships, gave rise to a desire of the officials to interfere with
suggestion that the torpedo was con- the government's w:ir plans.
trolled by radio on the submarine, but
Charles H. McKinnon, Goldfield,
this was ridiculed by naval expert Nev brother-in-laof Haywood, and
of.
course
a
that
the
They explained
a defendant, related bis experience in
torpedo is regulated by the gyrescope, f. W. W. strikes in various mining
which can le so set before discharge districts of the west.
that the weapon wilt describe a circle.
the defense will close
It Is
This has been done time and again its case expected
by the end of this week and
Ameriin
the
tnrpcdoprnctico
dining
the case given the jury within ten
can navy so as to return the weapon days.
to the ship discharging it, and it has
Sabotage was defined as the "big
nol been an uncommon thins for tor- gest,
strongest and wholesale weapon
submarines
fired
German
by
pedoes
of the working class" by Haywood.
to take similar courses.
We believe in using sabotnge to
!HMli,lity of limbic Target.
humanity," said Haywood. "It
.With the torpedo's steering gear set protect
employers from
the weapon will run in a circle, It prevents dishonest
food products and o her
utmost, doubly effective, no- adulterating
necessities
of
must be
life.
Sabotage
vaK officers explained, for if It misses
If the capitalistic class is to be
0llt-A- s used
"
u' f,l)je, t wnen 'iP'ell1
f business."
wnrd course, the possibility remains put out
Disapproves Scmw Method
tllllt il Wl" Kt,'lke i,n,;r
about,
turnf
a recent
The
witness
a possibility that Is increased if the strike of hotel referred into New
York
attacked goes full speed ahead where It was employes
alleged the strikers usd
118 tl,e Sonimerslad
did. No additional
Finn' powders and stnk
on me uqiu,
uiulck oy "Mickey
'epons
bombs and said he disapproved of
n American destroyer on a subma-madmethods.
such
coast have
rine .fc lho Virginia
Haywood attempted to justify the
'
hd the navy department, but it calling
of strikes by tho 1. W. W. to
now seems laniy weii esiaonsiicQ uuu
it occurred Sunday after gas from oil compel the rtlense of members illearrested. He said many of the
supposed to have been discharged gally
members accused of being evaders of
from a submarine overcame six men the
draft were in reality arrestarmy
in the coast guard station and lighthouse on Smith's island, North Caro- ed because they were strikers.
Haywood said the general strike
lina, Saturday evening.
While, most naval
experts accept called by the I. W. W. last August in
with great reserve the theory that the the west was called off because the
gas was from a submarine. Secretary rank and file of the organization
Daniels said today ha believed the wished to return to work.
report as given by the commandant of
the coast guard station was correct.
It was accepted by the commandant
of the Sixth naval district, Mr. Daniels said, before transmitting it to the OFFICIAL STATEMENTS
LRAMD

MORNIM. JOURNAL .R.C1AL
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Willi the British Army im France,
Aug.
(by the Associated" Press.)
('rouiiii gained by the allied armies in
the second battle of the Homme is being held by them everywhere today,
although they have been pausing for
moro than twenty-fou- r
hours. The
harassed and disorganized
force of
the enemv bnvp ItiiMicheil Kevern!
counter-attackit is true, hut none of!
them have carried tho Uormana
where
Gains Improve Position
a matter of fact, the small but
nevertheless
Important local gain
made by the allies Just north of the
Somme river, to ray nothing- of other
successful minor operations for ini-- l
proving positions, moro than trebly!
outweigh the extremely slight gains
by the Germans at a heavv cost
at two points in the line.
Strong enemv concentrations hnve
been reported between Hoye and Fo
queseourt, but so far they have done
nothing, if really they are there for
an offensive purpose.
l(i'inlorc incnls nt Standstill. ,
In the northern battle area, especially In the ,y:y region, new enemy
defensive barbed wire has been found,
while earthworks are brine; constructed at several places behind the German line. Probably the enemy has
removed much of his material anil
has sent in nearly all the reinforcements he cares to risk at the present
time.
Murlancoui t is being heavily shelled, department.
while the enemy, with aerial bom banns apparently attempted to blow up
the ammunition dumps ho left in his
hurry to get away. British and;
French guns hme been busy today
pounding German rear areas and thel
crossing over the Somme.
Iah Itaugc lloiiibai-.linciil- .
American
Enemy shells that are coming in!
are being fired at an extreme range,
probably from well on the other sido
of the Somme. This is especially true
1ST NORN, NO JOURNAL SRkCimL t.ARID WIRf
of shells aimed at the districts south
Washington, Aug. 13. Tho army
of the Amiens-Nesl- e
road.
list Issued today shows: KillBttween the Ancre and the fiomme casualty
ed in
14; died of wounds. 3;
the operations of the British which died ofaction,
accident and
causes, 1:
a m,ia material advance wounded severely, 52;other
wounded de- 1 i) ;
enemy
positions.
umlcrtermined,
missing in nc- wi t
"""""S tion 1. Total. 90.
....... iktiu kkii". ,,iriiimi ui'oiaiies
The list
continued to drop tons of bombs on
Killed in Action.
the enemy, especially in the neighborl.ieut. Christopher S. Uaxter, Clevehood of Peronne. F.nemy transports land;
Sergeants Garrett Edwards,
are also suffering from the British
Tetin.; Henry F. Marsh, Vya,
bombers. One of them secured a di). Porter,
Nov.;
Corporals Donald
rect hit on a transport train on the
la.; Harry F. Wood. Scran- e
road. It is now established Crestnn,
t,
I'livates Kostis Almanovieus,
......
nun
e,....,.
in;i5,
Chicago; l.ucien h. Arsenault, Mexwhich was brought down a fewi:iif;i
nights ico. Mo.;
Kaltillo,
ago near Talmas, carried
crew of Miss.; Juliusf.lndsay Barnes,
Dampeer, New Hebron,
nine, all of whom were killed.
Miss.; John Frederick. Philadelphia;
Henry C. Gossel, larrisbnrg, Ark.;
E. Kellar, Clarksburg, W.
Duwain
GERMAN ADMIRALTY
Va.; Edward Pilawski. Cohoes, N. Y.;
Edward C. Hippie, Jr., Plaltsmouth,
MAKES FALSE CLAIM Neb.
Died or VVoumls.
l.ieut. Frank 11. M. Cash, Washingm HORMIN8 JOURNAL RRlCtAL LBARIP
Corporal Irving E. Dickey, HudCopenhagen, Aug. 13. Tho official ton;
son, Wis.; Private George Harll,
communication of the German admirN. C.
alty dealing with the recent encounter off Ameland in which several iirlU.
ish motor boats were destroyed and a CARRIER PIGEONS
German airship was brought down,
'
GIVEN PROTECTION
follows:
"British naval forces airoaching a
German bay were immediately atMORMINO
JOURNAL RrU1AL LRARRU WIRtt
tacked with bombs and machine guns.
El Paso, Texas, Aug, 13. A warn
We destroyed three fast boats and
was
Issued today from military
damaged another. A battle cruiser and ing
here against the shoot
a torpedo boat were hit by bombs, the nenmiuarteis
of carrie pigeons being used by
ing
latter being sunk.
ine army signal corps for practice
"Our naval forces, which Immedwork In the valleys of New Mexico
iately approached tho field of baltle, ishd Texas. Under
the law protecting
were unable ti meet the retiring enrawer pigeons, a nne or tuu ana
emy. Our casualties amount to an air- Imprisonment
in the county Jail may
ship and an airplane."
be levied ngalnst anyone shooting carrier pigeons.
PRKVIOI K KTATKMKXT
The army signal officers fear- that,
IS Ii:t'IiUKI COIUUXT with
advent of the dove shooting sea
In
son
many of their
London, Aug. 13. The. British ad- trained New Mexico,
will be shot by mismiralty, referring to the statement of take for pigeons
The army officers in
the German admiralty with regard to tend to doves.
make examples of all who
the engagement off Ameland says:
the
law. .they said today.
"Our losses have been correctly violate
stated. No ship was hit or damaged in
FLYING OFFICER
any way whatever.."

$19.75
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Home, Aug. 13. An official statement issued today at the war office

reads:
"In the upper .Zeebru valley one of
our patrols attacked an enemy ad
vanced post on height 2682, killing
some of the garrison and capturing
the survivors. Enemy shelters were
destroyed. The patrol returned

GERMAN
LAIO
Berlin, Aug. 13 (via London). The
German offioial communication Issued
BY MORNINO

today

JOURNVM.

follows:

(RICIAL

WIRf

'

".Southwest of Tpres early In the
morning there was violent artillery
fighting. Under our fire enemy attacks were unable to develop. South
of Mei-rifrequently repeated English partial attacks were
repulsed.
There was forefield figljting on both
sides of La Bassee canal and between
the Scarpe and Ancre rivers. .
"On the battle field between the
Ancre and the Avre the morning was
quieter."
"South of the Somme the enemy attacked in the afternoon on both sides
of the Roman road running from
Eoucancourt to VillcrTBretonneux. He
was renulsed.
road,
"North of the Amlens-Roy- e
i
we drove back strong enemy attacks
In the evening. Between the Avre and
the Oise there was vlotent fighting
during the day with' partially fresh
brought up French divisions. Strong
forces attacked in the morning south
of the Avre as well as between Tillo-lo- y
and north of Ellncourt.
They
collapsed before our line. At Isolate
counter-thrustwo
them
by
points
repulsed
s

1. To dress

cure hides, and
prepare all the numerous bybeef,

products?

2. To cool the meat for two or three
days before shipment?
3. To freight it to all parts of. the
country in, special refrigerator
cars, iced daily?

4. To carry it in hundreds of branch
houses, each with its refrigerating

"

--

'

.:

plant?
5. And to deliver it to the retailer
sweet and fresh in less than
two weeks after dressing?

".Jf

7.

-,

V.

Swift

Company did all this for you
in 1917 at an expense of less than 2lz
cents per pound of beef sold, including
an average profit of of a cent a pound.
8c

?.
Figure for yourself now little effect

this cost and profit had on prices you
paid for beef steak.

s.

"Between Tilloloy and Canny and
west and southwest of Lasslgny continued his attacks until late tn the
evening. South of Tilloloy on five oc.
casions weak forces were thrust forward from the region of tho Matz.
We drove the enemy back and very
fremientlv his attacks were held on
by our concentrated artillery fire.
"North and east of liismes a local
It re
undertaking was. successful.
sulted In prisoners being brought In.
e
twenty-ninenemy
air
lesterdav'
plane? were shot flown,"

Swift & Company," U. S. A.
Albuquerque Local Branch, 14-1- 6 E. Grand Ave.
,
v
M. A. Maloncy, Manager
:

,

V
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PUEBLO

The man who gave Ins name as J.
ami is alleged to have
tricked several merchants into cashing worthless checks iioro 'several
weeks ago, duplicate.! his trick in
Pueblo. Colo., according to wonL re- - js
tcivcu v$ uiu ponce ycsieruav,
Instead of nsinc the numo'of Ham- - jM
jiion as no tun Here, the man K.ive
his name in Pueblo as Thomas .Muhimself to he
rphy and represented
a moving picture man from Chicago.
When in Albuquerque, merchants say
he announced himself as a representative 'of the Radford Architectural
company (with haeil(uartcrs in Kl
Paso. The oju d he used here also gave
his local address as !: .North Seventh
street, and that of t'te main offices
of the company as New York, Chicago
ami Ixmdon.
According to the report received
here, the man passed checks on sev-eral drug stores in Pueblo and had a
suit made to order. He deposited $50
in the First National hank there, and
drew out $15 of the amount on Sat-- 1
urduy and left Sunday. The man de- posited money ill the banks when in
Albuquerque hut drew it out Saturday-. When the banks opened .Monday
merchants learned that ,he had no
funds.
I). Hamilton

Uncle Sam's Food Authorities Have Givsn
Their Hearty Approval.

'

To a plan of saving which many restaurants throughout
the east are now adopting, and which P. 51. Leakou,
proprietor of the popular Pullman Cafe, is about to
install. Much of the cost of meals in the average restaurant is due to Service given and demanded.
The Pullman proposes to give service of the old
kind, if patrons require it and wish to pay for it. But
the management will encourage

r

Eating at the Sanitary Lunch Counter,
In future meals at the Pullman lunch counter will
just about 15 per cent less than at the tables.
WHY ? It's' simple. Long walks1 for waiters,
heavy trays, table cloths, linen napkins and accessories
of table service with big laundry bills, are saved.
The Pullman Proposes to Make This Saving and if
You Want it, to Give the Saving to You.
cost

TODAY is the last day you can
buy a $5.50 meal ticket for...

I

$4.75

ftlRILLO

The Pullman Cafe
Phone 759. -

118-12- 0

AT.

Honpro-

His House," a Paramount
duction; also the reel of "Weekly
Events See the World."
House Dark.
Crystal
Lyric Thcatci May Allison tetar-rln- g
in "The Winning of Beatrice," a
five-refeature; also a reel of "Ford
Weekly" pictures.
Pastime Tlienlor Repeating Mabel
Normand as the star in "The Venus
Model;" alfu 'A fcafe Hanger," a
Keystone comedy of

0cra

two-reel- s.

AT T1IK LYRIC.
A big war charity bazaar is a feature of "The Winning of Beatrice,"
a Metro
Series picture, slurring May Allison, which will lie presented at thexLyric theater today only.
This bazaar was so well staged that it
had all the atrriospher of such a society event. It is at this fair that Beat-lir- e
Buckley (played by May Allison)
Hells so much of her home-mad- e
candy
that there Is no trade left for the opposition booth, controlled by the leading confectioner of the state. Her successful sales Inspire to continue making candy and eventually she beco.nes
a manufacturer on a large scale.
In connection with the above there
will be shown a reel of "Ford Weekly"
pictures.
All-St-

ar

-

-

WINC)

OF TRAINING

Ariz., and former resident of
assigned to take
charge of the navalC training station
where student!
S.
at lJaris island.
are trained for dental work In Franc",
according to his father who was in
AllUKiuertiue yesterday.
of
Dr. .wampsell is a frradunte
Oeorgo Washington university and has
had three vears of active service in
the navy, lie recently returned from
France to take charge of tho training station.
Mr. Sampsell, who has been here to
'ook over his property, left last night
for Los Angeles to join his wife, who
has been there visitin
Alhu-i,uerin- e,

has-bee-

Open Every Evening To

j
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Red-Bloode-

Americans

-

.
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1
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o
(Wurlitzer
Make.)
Sale Price, $385.

Player-Pian-

Please Use

Out of Town B'olks

311

Texas.
Culler

than the planning the development should bo by the returned
according to secretary Lane's

r,

iews.

I

(

I

t

AVENl'K.
jNew Mexico

piano--ptujr-

er

Name

iiJi

nwfi i'

i,

journal s.scua l.as.o wesi
Washington,
Aug. U. President
Wilson In a lettr to Dr. Frunklin
Martin; chairman of the general incd-Icboard of the council of national
defense, made public tonight, expressed his appreciation of the service being rendered the nation at this time
by the medical profession.' Tho president In his letter approves the
of a volunteer medical service corps to include all physicians
who become of age, physical disability, dependents and essential home
needs are ineligible for the medical
corps of the army or navy.
In reference to the establishment of
the corps, lio prescient
"I am very happy to give my approval to the plans which you have
submitted, both because of the usefulness of the volunteer medical serv
ice corps and because it gives me an
opportunity to express to you and
through you to the medical profes
sion my deep aupreciatlon of the
splendid service which the whole pro
fession has rendered ,to the nation
with great enthusiasm from Ihe beginning of tho present emergency."
estah-lishme-

wo:;

The dam or the Irrigation project
should be built by him," Mr. Lant
"The canals, tho ditches, the
nays.
breaking of tho hind and the building
of Hie houses, should, under propel
lie
direction, be his occupation.
sh'Mild bo allowed to make his own
whlle'he Is doing it,
home, cared
and given an interest in the land for
which ho can pay through1 a long
period of years, perhaps thirty or
forty years.
"So that the soldier On his return
would have an opportunity to make a
home f"r himself, to build a home
A. B. llobcnstreit, recently appoint
with money which wo would advance
and which ho would repay and for the ed city manager, arrived In Albuquer
we
would have an abundant que yesterday morning from his homo
payment
In Toledo, Tama county, Iowa. "He
security."
spent the greater part of the day In
company with city officials and ofGERMANY PERTURBED '
ficials of tho Chamber of Commerce.
BY RUSSIAN CHAOS It was announced at the K'me of his
appointment that Mr. Hebenstrclt
would talte office August 20.
The
jSV MO.NINfl JOURNAL SPeClAL LS.6KO W!ll
new manager said yesterday, however,
Amsterdam, Aug. IS. The German that he was ready to bcaln active
newspaper show much perturbation work at,,, bnce.
over the situation In Russia as It
Germany.
You uro Invited to call at 111 South
"Inexorable fate is driving Germany Fourth stroet and make the acquaint-nne- o
a
fresh state of war with Rustoward
of
of the state
sia unless a remedy shall he found at tho Baker steam car.repreaentativef
Ihe last moment," says the Vosslsche
'
Zeitung of Berlin.
The newspaiie,descrlbes tho German embassy's fli'fcht from Moscow
to I'skov as "a retreat from Russia."

fr
'

new city Manager here
and is ready for work

ts

OF MEDICINE
GUESSWORK
It has been suld that the practice
PRACTICE

of medicine at best Is simply a game
of guesswork, because the action of
drugs viwles to a great degree' upon
but when a
different individuals;
medicine has lived for forty years,
constantly growing Jn sales and popu
larity there can bo no greater proof
of its merit. Such a medicine is Lydla
E. Pinkhams Vegetable Compound,
that famous old root ana nerb rjimedy,
now recognized from shore to shore

mdX I9E tWili

:

Gentlemen:
I
am Interested In a ,
piano (murk ft rroan after which one.)
I'lease send me complete list of
bargains on sale and special terms.

tnv MoemiNa

is worked out In cooperation between the United Slates,
the states and the individual owners,
a greater part of it will remain unsettled and uncultivated.
The lann
lies chiefly in Washington antj OreNorth Carolina and
gon. Virginia,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, AlaLuisiami and
bama,
Mississippi,

us tb& glandftl--

'i:VI'Uli

WI'ST

Mbaipierque

PRAISES SERVICES OF
Finds Unexpected Sometimes
MEDICAL PROFESSION
Happens

of development

x

Albuquerque Music Co.

Address

itn

Land for Returning Soldiers
Is Flannedby Secretary Lane

,

n

P. M. During This Sale.

Next Door to Kistl er, Collister & Co.
fry1 ,"'.'"'
nwrtal

cy

Mm

9

Albuquerque
Music Company
311 WEST CENTRAL AVE.

Austro-Hungnria-

Now

Strad

Coupon.

w)

ii;

Splendid Used Ellington Piano
Sale Price, $130.

pay day.

.

linn

T

I

Per-

TERMS will be made to suit the personal convenience of each customer.
If it suits you 'any better you don't need to start your payments until next

AT TIIK PASTIME.
In plays of the screen children have
"YT1 m
' Jj,,it
always been entrusted with important
parts. They are used to bring about
: ti.
almost every situation conceived by
the dramatist. They unite estranged
husbands and wives, cause comic mishaps to lovers, show erring fathers
the folly of their ways and plead
with vampires to leave big brother
alone.
Hut, as might be expected, a child
plays a far more original pari In the
MAN SAYS HE BOUGHT
new Mabel Normand play, "The Venus Mode!," which appears at th'!
STIMULANT FOR SICK
Pastime theater for the last time,
for Mabel Normand insists that conTret Correaponrtenci".)
SOLDIER; BOND $200
ventions be departed from when a
Washington, Any., 13. When the
her.
for
soldier of IStili laid down his arms to
"playwright creates a vehicle
Anil little Nadta Gary, the
J. E. Fielder, who was arrested take up :t civil occupation he turned
VeIn
"The
Is
who
"Dimples"
public dogirl
Monday night
by Special officer westward to a matchless
nus Model." has a role which seldom
Station-mafte- r
which he helped to develop into
main
and
Thomas
MAY
George
ALLIS01
befalls a juvenile figure In dramas
the worlds richest farm and cities.
Kdward Sinclair at the Santa l''e stawas able to point the
of the screen or stage.
tion, on the charge of buying whiskey The government
t'esldes the above, the management
by which the refor soldiers, pleaded guilty before way to a meUiOff
was
able to turn his
will also repeat the Keystone comedy. At the I jtIc. Tlicntfr today only as the United
soldier
turned
Dennis
Commissioner
Stales
star in "Tin" Winning 'f IMwti'ic-."A Safe Danger."
and the govMcDonald yesterday aflernoon. He talents f"r a. livelihood
ground
was held for the grand Jury on $200 ernment now is laying the available
work to have similar land
bond-the.
war
and
ends
TEXAS REPUBLICANS
Fielder said the soldier for whom when Ihe great
HOME GUARD MEETING
ho bought the whiskey, told him ho millions of American soldiers return
civil life.
FAV0RW0MIN VOTES . WILL BE HELD TONIGHT was sick. Fielder said he paid $1.50 to While
the vast domains that awaited
for a pint of the "stimulant."
tho civil war veterans can not be
lay MO'Nlwa JCUNL MCUL LtOItO
The second meeting since tho home
for those who returned from
EMPEROR ;
AUSTRIA
Houston, Tex., Aug. 13. Th
was
the Kiirnpcaii battle fields, there are
organization
guard
actually
stale convention, In session launched, will be held at tho armory
millions of acres which can be made
.ON VISIT TO KAISER available
with proper legislation and
here today, nominated a complete at 7:30 o'clock tonight. All thore who
state ticket headed
subsequent, development, and which,,
A. have made
by Charles
application to Join and
MnftMIN
Wl.f
JOUTINAL
..CCAI. .KAaO
lT
accrding to the present plans, will
Tioynton of Waco for Rovernor, went those intending to enlist are usked to
Amsterdam,
Aug. 13. Kmperor be offered to theto returning soldier
on record as favoring immediute subforty-figCharles of Austria, wllh Baron Rurian, with ample time
jiay for tho cost
mission of amendments to tho natton-u- l come to the meeting. The
n
foreign minister, of development if ho desires to accept
and state constitutions conferring men who have already made applica111
Austrian
upon women the right of suffrage anil tion were announced yesterday. They Prince vonat Hohenlohe,
Congress will be asked for legislafierlin, and Count von
of are:
favoring legislative consideration
Vienat
tion to make this land available, acGerman
ambassador
Wedel,
T.
Peterson,
unGeorge
Tictgot.
George
sale
of
tho
wines
light
permitting
main cording to the present plans of secder stringent regulations, subject to lo- Rdward Ttoss, Harry G. Kelly, K. Ui na, are expected at German
all retary Lane and congressional leaders.
cal option laws, and effeclive at tho smith, Fred A. Clayton, n. JSuca, headquarters tomorrow to discussBerSecretary I,ane has announced that
George II, Griggs, K. X. Ilowcr, Dr. J. pending questions, according to
conclusion of ,the war.
of the department
to
the Frankford Zeitung. it will be the to ask.
It, Van Atla, William Smith, T. 11. lin advices
for legislation
ojL' the Interior
Btewart, A. Chauvin, Charles A. Bans-hur- t.
Ferdinand In Tears.
Tiy which arid lands of the west, cut
To Fleet Kins? in Keptoinlior.
Clair F. Hunt, Jesse E. Mann,
Geneva, Aug. 13. The German Halph M. Gilchrist,
the
of
northwest and
London, Aug. 13. A dispatch to the over lands
Ray Klock, O. H.
newspapers say that King Kerdinand Wheeler, U. H. Mitchell,
lands in the middle west and
The
swamp
K.
Hague,
W.
Exchange
Grim
Telegraphfrom
of Kulgaria, who Is at Nauhclm, frethe south, ran be reclaimed and the
mer, Arno E.
Itahbi Moise says the Frankfort Zeltung's Stock-helquently Is seen in tejirs and appears Hergman-- n. K.Hunlng,
announces that soldier given a preferred status In lis
MeKee. Gcorgo T.
correspondent
A
German
mental
Bins are now oerore congreatly depressed.
Manning, Tlonlfaelo
Fred W. the election of a king nf Finland has allotment.
epert has been sent to Nauheim from Kirk'patrlck, Harold Apodaca,
S. been fixed for September and that It gress on that subject and the plan
J.
J.
Keigwin
Berlin by order of Emperor William. Kelly, It. G.
weld Into an admlnistratl'm
Sutherland, A. S. Klock, is probable either the Grand Duke of now aIs to
measure embracing aeeretary
H. A. t olvln. William llesseldcn. J. H. Mecklenburg or Prince WtllDun
of bill
be Lane's ideas, tho legislation to be pat
will
Walker, George
Shule, H. G. Skel-to- Hnheiv.ollern-Sigmarlnge- n
T. F. Kings, W. J. j sortie, Oeorgo chosen.
tcrned after a bill how before the
W. Dinis, J. C. Shoemaker, F. O. Lo- house public Imils committee by rep
To Help Make
lied resentative Smitn or Jdanp.
sey, George It. Craig, A. J. Mitchell
tH
Don't neclwt tlte, "Two-Bit- "
a
The amount of swamp and cut over
It., w. Khea, Joseph J'iis, J. F. Wcn- - Cross Club. Join todaf..
Strong, Keen
M.
lands Is extensive, reports from the
Dorne, 11. u. Chaao and IA Wiles.
department of tho interior Indicate,
but Just h"w extensive is not known.
POLITICIAN PLACED
It is estimated that approximately
CO. 000. 000 acres of swamp and over
IN LINE FOR DRAFTS
flow land can be made available for
Some pf St has passed Into
farming.
IBV MO. NINO JOURNAL sr.n.AL L.A.tO
It lies chiefly n
private ownership.
Little Rock, Ark Aug. 13. Wal
Florida, in the state along th AtNo Internal iMdieltM win core Rmema. OnIT
the
of
CRANOLENfei,
br the application
jrreat
lace Davis, Arkansas member of the
lantic and Gulf coasts, In the MiRsis- entemnfreiiwdy, run the Hctenia microhfl he
democratic national committee, was
Hlppl delta and In Missouri, Indiana.
dwtroyed. Provaihl statement for yottrvelf
treatWrite
test
for
free
t
eiirexpeneo.
in
class one cf the draft by a
Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin and
placed
Chemical
HUla
eddreef
Dept.
Co.,
ment;
l.
;
local board today, after orders had
California.
Cirard, Kan.
been' received from General Oowder
"Sleep Llfce) a Mm
It Is estimated that the cut over and
In
tta
with
20
'aaffered
for
"I
Eczema
yean
to reopen his case. The local board
logged "ff land there la approximately
worst form. Affected all over the bodr.
CKANOLLNB
suitable for agrileft me ai fine as "hit. mile,
00, 000, 000 acres
previously put Davis In class one, but
Being used by over three million peo
McCrackcn,
and
a
like
plow
.leep
boy."J.
his
the district appeal board granted
cultural development A larger perIt wilt increase the
pie annually.
Johnson City. Tenn. (Written two years after
In now In private
land
of
this
CKANOLF
deferred classification after Governor
strength of weak, nervous,
NE.)
centage
oaing
At all drug stores. SSe and $1.
oiks In two
time in many Inownership, and it is shown that fall
Brough had appeared in his behalf.
II
SatMle1
Not
stances. Ask your Doctor or drugPosltinly
Money
Kstjirwad
Davis, who Is 2S, is the son of the
vre to flcvelon'it Is due largely to In
Ksasl Sold tnd Ciurantecd bywmmmm
gist about It.
late ' United States Senator Jeff Daadequato tnethods of approach, imyi
vis,
secretary, Lftns. llOlfiSa ft t&TL fio.lcy

I.

ad

i

fect Combination?

STATION

Hi- - T T.
KnmnHcll. dentist. SOU of
Mr. and Mrs. H, H. Sampsell of Leupp,

It P os s ibl e to Ask for a More

Is

FORMER ALBUQUERQUE
MAN NOW IN CHARGE

f

...
'.-S-

High-grad-

Aniarilli), Tex., Aug. ;!. That this
part of the panhandle of Texas Is not
Buffering from drouth conditions, that
copious jains have fallen throughout
all of northwest. Texas during the last
six weeks, that crops are good, grass is
growing ami' the cattle fat, was the
statement of K. W. Hardin, president
of the Amarillo chamber of commerce
following a meeting of the board of
directors of that organization tonighl
at which a representative of the board
was severely criticized for a report
which he is Bald to have made recently to the federal food administration at Houston.
The report in question recently aptopeared under a Houston date line,
Brown-woogether with statements from
San Ange;o and towns of the
southwest, declared all the country
"destitute of vegetation," and cattle
in poor condition.
Amarillo is wholly
by
green fields and feed crops are reported in all this section to lie in excellent
condition.

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS
Tim TIIKATKR.S TODAY.
Tlientcr Repeating "The
or "p"
of

THAT

flrtoinw

Be Sure to See Them.

.

J
MORNIN4 JOUKMAL

SPECIALS

the openinp; day of this Big Sale, left nothing to be desired.
we had a steady stream of callers to see the immense
bargains advertised in our opening announcement last Sunday. Several purchased on the spot. Several others found exactly what they wanted
and requested us to set aside the instrument of their choice until they
.could come back in another day or so and arrange for the terms of pur- chase. And still others many of whom already owned pianos or players
simply came out of curiosity. One and all expressed their amazement
over this wonderful display and th e ridiculously low prices and terms at ':
which we were selling them. One and all agreed to advertise the sale and
tell all their friends who are now without pianos, to be sure and take advantage of this splendid opportunity.
e
standard makes all of them
Look over this list of names:
Ivers & Pond, Emerson, Hobart M. Cable, Hardman, Shoninger, Wurlitzer,
Schulz, Maynard, Vogel and many others.
Among them can be found A CASE DESIGN to suit every taste a
TONE to suit the most exacting musician a PRICE to suit every pocket-boo- k
and TERMS to suit your convenience

DROUTH EXISTS
LBV

Wednesday and Thursday

MONDAY,lonjr,

SHARP

DEMI

IN

P. M. LEAKOU, Proprietor.
West Central Avenue.

lis Now Going On

j

111,

"I Buffered' for ten year with
stomach trouble and' doctored aay
a lot of tmoney, before I found a
medicine that was a rrnl benefit to
ue dose of
me.
Since taking
14
Wcnderful
1;medy
Mayr's
J
weeks ago,
li.ive had more rial
I had
10
in
in
yem-than
living
Joy
before." It Is a simple, hflnnlesB
preparation that removes the catarrhal mucus from the intestinal
tract and allays the inflamrnatlon
which causes practically all stomach, liver and intestinal ailments,
One dose
including appendicitis.
will convince or money refunded. For
nale by Bufl's Bros., Brigga' Pharmacy and druggists everywhere.
s

The young people of, St. Paul's
Lutheran church will give an ice
cream social on the lot next to the
church on Friday evening.

FAYW00D

HOT SPRINGS
for Rheumatism, Btomaeh Troubles, Kidney Aliments, Inflammations, Arterial Hardening, Locomotor Ataxia,' Nervous Breaking,
to. Perfect Treatment, Perfect
Climate. Health. Pleasure, Large
' Modern
Round
Hotel. Booklet.
trip to Faywood from Albue.ueTQ.ue
S1S.7U.

T. C. McDERMOTT
FAYWOOD, H. H.

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works
Engineers Founders Machinists ?
Castings in Iron, Brass, Bronze, Aluminum. Electric Motors, OU Engine
Pumps and Irrigation.
Works and Office Albuquerque.

SOUND ADVICE
In Considering the Purchase

Of a used Car. Think of the reliability of the company or'nmn
with whom you Intend to do business and who can make their
word Rood. We can slve you the history' of every used car. You
can get in touch with tho owners and satisfy yourself of any car you
may select is as exactly as repesented. We have several of excep-85
Rood values In five and seven passenger cars price at
tionally
r
v
ent to 50 per ent of original price.
'

K--

WHITE GARAGE
FOURTH AND COPPER

Albuquerque Morning Journal. Wednesday, August

FOUR

inn

Burns and Groh Surprised by
Being Near Batting Lead

SENftTORS

FOR

ECONOMY

'BRITISH LOSSESfU

HEW YORK TAKES
DOUBLE-HEADE-

14, 1918.

terrible;

R

says

UOGED

one

that, because of the reduced German
s.feiigth, it frequently will be impossible to hold continuous trench lines.
ne document warns commanders
that should the enemy obtain a foothold within the German lines, they
must consider carefully whether a
1

IN ORDER

'counter-attac-

k

is necessary.

Another captured o,rdcr informs the
German regiments that they must provide their own defense against
allied airplanes, as the German
aircraft resources are so low that they
cannot be expected to fight otf the
enemy while they are engaged "on
leconnaissance work."
low-ttyi-

III

IH FIRST GAME

Boston

Washington Defeats Athletics
in Both Games of Double-heade- r;
Harper and Watson
Duel.
Pitcher's
Stage
Philadelphia. Auk. 13. Washington
twice defeated the Athletics. Walter
Johnson was responsible for the first
victory. In the second Harper and
Watson had a pitchers' battle for six
Shntton, If
Foster, 3 b
Judge. h .
.
Milan, cf
Morgan, 2b
t
i
Shanks,
La van. ss . .
Ainsmith, c
Casey, c . . .
Johnson, p
1

. . .

X X

2

.

.

.

Totals

34

r.

10

27

11.

l'O. A,K

liiluilclpliin.
AH. It.

Acostn, rf .
Kopp, If .
Walker, cf
Hums, lb
Gardner, 3b
Perkins, c
Dykes, lib .
Dugan, ss.
Keene, p .
Jamieson, X
liBuer. p
Adams, p

'

3

.

3

1

1

0

.

II

. .

0

0

Two-bas-

.

1

.

.31

11

27

rf
.

cf
Tamieson, cf.
Burns, lb .
Gardmr, 3b
MeAvoy. c
Pykes, 2h .
) ugun, ss .
Watson, p .

.

3

0

.

4
2

4
1

AValkcr.

1

A. K.

1

1

3

.

0

1

(I

0

0

.......

Bason on balls

Off Watson

off

2,

Harper 1. Double playa Dykes,
ami Burns; Dykes and Burns.
Innings pitched By Watson 7 by
Pearson 2.
Hu-ga- n

Cardinals Xeetl Money.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 13. Officials
of the St.' Louis Nationals in a letter
sent to stockholders today, pleaded for
a loan of $80,000 to meet expenses and
tide the team over the winter. The
stockholders recently subscribed
Appproximately $125.0(10 is still
due Mrs. Helen Britton, former owner
$H0.-00-

;.

"SU'p" Playing I' tn't
- out f iebler
Cleveland. O., Aug.
.Lobby Both of the Clrveland Americans has been suspended by Manager
Fohl for the balance of the season
because of Indifferent playing. Hotb
the Cleveland
did not accompany
team east today.
1 3.--

Invest your money in stock in the
I'aker Steam Car anil Manufacturing
company for big returns.

Hudson for Signs
Wall Paper
I
X

Fourth

and

Copper

.

.

2--

OPEN AUGUST 16

ilv--

Ave.

I

SI

Wallace ncsseiaen

General Contractor
We are In a position to rle
worn value for th money Mian
any other Bt 1LDI.NO FIRM in
till vicinity.
With

Offloe

The Superior

Lum-be- e

& Mill Co.

PHONE

THE

WM. FARR

171

COMPANY

b
and Retail Dealers
AND SALT MEATS
' Sausage a Specialty

Wholesale

MUSH

For

Bullw
and Hojca'
Market Prices Are l'ald
OtvtUe

DUKE CITY
Cleaners-Hatte9841

Wert Gold.

MpRNlNn JOURNAL SPECIAL t.EAAEO

WIRE

With the British Army In France.
Aug. .13 (by the Associated Press.)
A
raptured enemy secret order,
"Ludendorff," lays stress on the necessity of economizing men. The order
asserts that the two elements essential to the future conduct of the war

are to "maintain everywhere our
fighting strength and the spirit of offensive." The captured document was

Steamer Outdistances
issued late In June.
An Atlanlie Port, Aug. 13 Running
J
at
fru.it
top speed, an American
"It is essential," says the order,'
'that all commanders of whatever steamer outdistanced a German
island yesterday morn
rank, as well as all troops, should be boat off
immediately imbued with the idea that ing and escaped the fate of the Northe war cannot be won by a stubborn wegian steamship Sommerstad, which
defense, but only by a further succes- whs sunk off that point about four
sion of vigorous attacks. These at- hours later.
tacks, however, cannot lead to victory
unless we adhere to and improve on
liKOAL NOTICK
the methods of warfare adopted in
the recent offensives."
SOTK'B ICrt IfOl.ll ATION.
Aim li Itiiluce Casualties.
of ttie mirrior, U. 8. Land OfThe order goes on to say that, ev- Oepartment
fice at Uniita t'e, N. M., July 8. 191.
well
tried
princithe
under
erywhere
Notice is tiereuy given Ihut ratroelnlu
ples of the manual of infantry train- MarqurZ, of Miirqucz, N.
who. on bpt.
ing in war and the additions made by 24, 1!12, maito Homestead entry No. O17'JB0.
,
for
the high command, namely, vou
s.peltiin 6, Township
flange
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
and Ludendorff, success had
Intention to matte five year Homestead
been gained at small cost. It cites
an example the operations southwest Filial rioof, to establish claim to the land
before "William C. Kenabove
of Noyon from June 9 onward.
U. s. Commissioner, at Heboyeta, N.
"Not only is there a possibility of nedy,
M
on Kept. 3. 1918.
obtaining other successes by inthose
Claimant names as witnesses:
remethods, but also the situation
Reyes Marquez, of Marques. N. M. ; Angard to reinforcements compels us to tonio Jaramlllo. of Bido, N. M. ; Marqarltt
the
order
still
them
further,"
perfect
Romero, of San Mateo. N. M. ; Permltti
It is absolutely essential Salazar, of Bibo. N. M.
continues.
of
old
fault
our
that we should avoid
FRANCISOX) DEI.OADO,
attacking in loo dense formations and
Register.
hy
wo should reduce our casualties
every possible means. The necessity
NOTICK row frnT.rt.wTioN,
holds equally good for the defensive
of the Interrnr, V. S. Land Offronts. The divisions must do their Department
fice at Sanla Ke, N. M., July 15. J91U.
utmost to reduce casualties to the abNotice Is heteby given that Estevan 0.
solute minimum bv a distribution in Chaves-of Seboyeta, N. M., who, on Oct. 4.
depth and the creation of extended SI 2. made Ib.rnestead, No. 017318. for
outpost zones.
Section 28, Township
ON. Rango 3W, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
Avoid Sharp Combat.
the
five year Proof,
to
make
notice of Intention
"Notwithstanding instructions,"
deorder points out. "too much attention to establish claim to the land IT.above
S. Comstill is paid to "the possession of scribed, before Wm. (J. Kennedy.
on
N.
Bopt.
the
M.,
cTound. the holding or retaking of missioner, at Si'boyeto,
norlions of trenches,
villages and J, 1318.
esses:
woods, and to fighting for points! Claimant names
Mi1! Patrtrlo
V. P. Harrington, of Correo. N.
whose only value is that of prestige.
Now, more than ever, divisions in the Onnzales, of Seboyeta, N. M. ; Samuel GarDlonlclo
Marques,
line during hostile attacks, largo or cia, nf Seboyeta, N. M.;
small, must if fiossihle employ elastic of Seboyeta, N. M.
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Washington, Aug. 13. The war department order cutting off voluntary
enlistment in the army pending action
on tne new urart age proposals. Includes a prohibition on the issuance
of any commission in any branch of
the army that was not in process of
issue when the order was signed.
Baker made this clear
Secretary
today in answer to questions, adding
fliat application for a commission
would be regarded as entitling tho applicant to exception from the order.

1

Franco-America-

V

Commander Warns ARMY COMMISSIONS
HELD UP BY DRAFT
Subordinates That "War
Cannot Be Won By

German

1

Hudson for
Picture Frames
HI.

WlftE

16

.33 1 10 27 20
Batted for Watson in seventh.
.

,000 000 600 Ij
Washington
...000 000 0011
Philadelphia
Three-bas- e
hit MeSummary:
Avoy. Sacrifice hits Acosla, Judge.
Struck out Hy Pea,rson 1, by Harper
2.

1

.

4

'1

TO

1

3
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OFFICIAL

0
1

BY LUDENDORFF

AD NEW york
CAPTURED BY FRENCH
PIHshm-gl- i
Chicago
Register.
13.
and
fronts."
Chicago, Aug.
Pittsburgh
r.H
47
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.4r,il
Philadelphia
double-headeTho order is frank in explaining
Chicago broke even
In
55
57
New York
.D"0
France,
With
French
the
Army
g
Chicago won the first In a
55
.47
Cincinnati
,4'J
Aug. 13 (by the Associated Press).
rally.
Pittsburgh won the The
50
.45H
17
French continued their vigorous
Philadelphia .
second
Scores
hits.'
by bunching
4
5fi
Boston
assaults .on the Thiescourt plateau,
First game:
115
4S
.425
Brooklyn
taking two more important positions
Pittsburgh.
SAYS
6
the
4li
.120
St. Louis
A B. R. II. PO A. E. which are keys to the plateau
.
The
1
2
3
3
2
ss .
0 Ecuvillon and St. Claude farms.
Boone,
am uii kmx
Germans are filling the numerous
1
1
0
0
0
Kllam. ss .
L.
Pet.
W.
3
0
0
0
0
0 ravines and woods with mustard gas
Leach, If . .
4'l
.577
63
Boston
3
2
0
0
0
0 and keeping up a heavy machine gun
423 NORTH FIRST STREET
Carey, of
Considerable discussion has been South
47
.569
62
Cleveland
2
5 ft
0
0
0 fire in trying to cling to tho parts of
rf
worth,
4 7
.561 aroused by the new federal migratory
60
hold.
still
the
Washington
5
they
3
0
4
.
.
2b
2
0
heights
Cutsbaw,
52
53
.5(1 5 bird law, which includes doves, and
Chicago
3
0
0 10
0
0
Mollwitz, lb ..
.500 which sets the open season as Septeni-temli52
New York
5,'
1
2
0
0
2
0
lb
Shaw,
1 to December
15.
4X
56
.462
St. Louis
3
0
0
3
State Game Warden Itouault, who If McKecbnle, 3b
5!l
.413
47
Detroit
3
5
0
0
2
0
in the city today, states he received
4 0
.4 26
66
3
0
.
Philadelphia
this announcement yesterday from ('arisen, p
0
0
0
0
0
0
xllinohman
the I'Vitoil States department of agri1
0
0
0
0
.
0
culture, and says that Inasmuch as a Cooper, p
TOMMY MURPHY HAS BIG
great amount of publicity has, been
1
34
Totals
10y24 15 2
given the slate law, which opens the
x
Batled for Carlson in eighth,
DAY AT BELMONT RACES season August 16, and due to tho fact
None
out
when
y
winning run was
were not re
that the regulations
ceived in sufficient time to give the. scored.
IBV MOrNINfl JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
. Chicago.
13. Tommy necessary publicity for tho guidance
'
Aug.
A B. R. II. PO
Philadelphia.
sportsmen, he proposes to permit Flack, rf .
Murphy had a field day at. the second of
MexNew
the
season
as
covered
the
by
meetday's races of the Grand circuit
Holloeher,
ico game laws, that is, August 16.
ing at Belmont track, the Poughkeep-si- e
Mann, If ..
No one will be molested for hunt
retnsman driving the winner in
on and after that dato as far as Paskert, cf
three of the four events on the car. ing
is concerned, but it is Merkle. II)
The other race was open to Philadel- his department
Tick, 2b . .
fpoposed to enforce the now federal Deal.
3b ..
phia horses only and went to Joker D.
season.
this
nfler
in
regulations
2:12
time
the
Lake,
list
being
3
Tho open season for ducks, geese Killifer, e
the Ifirst two heats. ,
2
p .
.1...
1.1
l...4 ,1.. y t,.4.. - and brant will lie from October 16 tof Tvlor.
lUllliru
1
IM.IM.II,
.
,,!,, on zO'Farrell
.n. i lit- Muni D nn ivw.-.trot f IWL1 .mii'ini
winner in the
e
per day, and
a purse of $2.0dO. The Cossack and ducks is twenty-fiv.30 3 7 27 13 2
Totals
eight per day. These
the Divorcee, owned by A. B. Coxe. of geese and brant
i.
Batted for Pick In ninth.
will be issued in pamphlet
Paoli, Pa., divided second and third regulations
Score by innings:
form sooii for distribution among the
money.
Fitti'hiirgli . ........001 0(11) (100 1
Murphy took the $2,000 stake for
2
000 010 001
Chicago
2:14 pacers with tiro Finn, which
Two-bas- e
hit Shaw.
Summary:
OUTLINES
COLORADO
of
the
the
heat
fastest
day.
Three-bas.topped
Stolen
hit Holloeher.
in the second heat. Murphy's
2:05
BETTER ROADS PLAN bases Pick, Carey. Cutshaw. Sacrithird victory was in the 2:13 trot
McKcchnle.
Bases
fice hits Leach,
which went to Alien Watts.
on balls Carlson 2. Tyler 4, Cooper
CASED WIRS,
BY MORNING 'OURNAL SPECIAL
1.
Struck out Carlson 3, Tyler 2.
Denver, Colo., Aug. 13. An increas- Innings pitched Carlson 7, Cooper 2.
ARTILLERY DUELS
ed automobile tax, the transfer of
K. it. K.
Second game:
'tax from the Pittsburgh , ...014 200 0007 13 1
ON AMERICAN
FRONT the state inheritance
001 000 001 2 0 2
general fund to the highway depart- Chicago
ment and a clause which will permit
Batteries: Miller and Smith: Martin,
ISV MORNINd
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WISE.
the people of Colorado to vote upon Douglas, Carter, Walker and Killifer,
With the American Army on the a highway bond issue in four yearn O'Farrell.
r.
Vesle Front, Aug. 13 (by. the Associatprobably will bo asked of the legised Press. The exchange of high ex- lature this fall. This program was
Rroi.Uvn
Philadelphia
plosive shells, shrannel and gas pro- outlined at a meoting today of the
Brooklyn, N. Y., Aug. 1 3. Brooklyn
jectiles on the front held by the Amor, executive committee of the Colorado won both games of a double header
leans between Soissons and Rheims State Good Roads association with the from Philadelphia. The second went
is taking place. Another ineffectual legislative committee of tho Colorado twelve
innings. First game:
stall has 'been made at Flsmettn by State Association of County CommisR. H. K.
Score:
the Germans. This occurred last night. sioners. The legislation Is sought to Philadelphia , .fl I 0 000 000
4
0
1
has
In
been
the
quiet.
financial
comparatively
relieve
Today
the
000 0112 10
stringency
.
..,000
Brooklyn
The front and back areas of both sides highway department and permit a
Batteries: Hogg and Adams; Chenalong the Vesle are being reached by broader road development policy at ey and Miller.
shell fire but there has been no alter, tho close of the war. The legislature
,
Second game:
Eation In tho line,
also will be asked to consider a trafScore:
r J
The Germans are digging in but not fic code with a penalty clause.
Philadelphia
In such a manner as to indicate an
3
7
020 1)00- 010 0003
intention to remain permanently.
BRITISH FLIERS BOMB
Brooklyn .000 Oil 100 0014 11 3
of nt'scrvcrs show it Is probably
and
Batteries: Jacobs, Oeschger
their intention to fight off the
ENEMY AIRDROMES Adams; Robertson, Coombs and M.
t
only until they can conWheat.
,
solidate their scattered organtzath-inISV MORNING JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRi;
and make a withdrawal over the Aisno
St.
Iii'ls 0.
Cincinnati
6:
London. Aug. 13. An official com
In orderly fashion.
St. 1nuls. Mo, Aug.: 13. Cincinnati
munication Issued tonight by the air shut nut
home-makinIt saves the
the locals. A costly error by
Electricity lessens every task of housekeeping,
ministry, says:
permitted the
DESPERATION MARKS
3
our Itioili Intu iim seventh
of expense
dolfors
arid
of
"On tho iilght of August
of
miles
hours
effort,
steps,
of their rims.
her
and
visitors
five
help,
housewife,
R- 'l. R.
machines attacked a hostile airdrome
ot
Score:
GERMAN RETIREMENT und
your Elec- should increase the convenience and efficiency
batteries and Cincinnntl
2
0
trains,
.000 000 501
seiirchliiilits and other ground tar- - St. Louis
with
4
2
equipped
trie Service by having
.000 000 0000
nets. All our machines returned safe
tONIN JOURNAl BPSrllAL LSASIP WISS1
Batteries: Ring and.; WInKo; Shcr- lv.
French IleudriuurtcrM in France-AugV
.
Tn the French sector tho
13.
"On the 13th. a hostile airdrome at dell and Brock.
dominant factor is the desperate en- Rnbt was attacked.
or wall. AH
Woodon .Sow.tr tor ingoons nests.
tho floor, baseboard, wainscoting neat
you
Thesp Outlets provide handy places wherewith"In the. course of fighting In the Hard
brass or
worn out.
ergy with which the enemv is c'ln(?he
small,
a
is
seen
Can't
can
be
wood,
Kiectrlcal
roomy,
that
"
Appliances
can
"plug-Inyour
1'..
ing to tho western and southern edges air, one hostile machine was brought
bo placed wherever
Htx tVir 75ct.
Can
or
Price
..let
the
fixtures
ent'li,
bulbs
from
plate.
porcelain
our
out
fell
inside
the
unscrewing
n
and
dow
in flames
o Thiescourt and the hills filling
'
. I I K.
handiest, within arm's reach, in
otherwise disturbing the lighting system.
machines returned
floor
space bet ween lassignv anil the Oiso. lines.. Ail our
Very easily installed without disfiguring
They also do away, with dangling
which constitute the pillar of Genera! safely."
or walls, mussing up the house or disturbA ferneto (of Infections
wires that are often unsightly and In the ay.
vbn Hutier'a right winff.
cf tli urinary Usot.
ing the .home rout ine.
Inconspicuous, little affairs, set into
On these edges, the French hold
Psiiucffi,
WOOL RESTRICTION
Curv. Maruil Laniotte and Ob
and wil not EUicturs
for the Installation o.f these
of
IleliCTesio 1 to 5 days.
A short distance north
opportunity
Right Now we are offering a. special
will eall at your home
.
.
our
of
Outlets.
One
Service
experts
Convenient
KNITTING
CHECK
MAY
Sold
w
Druggist
By
Cannv is the Pols Dei Loges. Along
.
' price ft.io
heln vou plan, give full
Treatise with each bottle or msiied on request.
at the time most suitable
this line the enemy has establishedis
There will be no charge for this and you will not be obligated
Information.
THE EVANS CHEMICAL)!, CINCINNATI, 0.
himself in his 1814 trenches and
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In the least.
fighting hl hardest.
of
The
action
New York, Aiier.13.
the war Industries board yesterday tn
halting; .the production of yarn for
knitting1, in order to conserve wool for
T.adlesl Ask roar
army uniforms "may result In the
'h.cRC.tre .'l1T.i7TiTtJ
Rooltm
MaHlwld
Glum,
Oil.
Red Cross getting- less wool than It
Palnte,
'Ills la .k g
506 West Central Avenue.
V
Phone 2.
hoses, sailed wlta HluG RIWKm.
and Buil.HnK Paper.
needs, but does not mean a complete
Gther. Br r year Take
in American Red
of
A.kflEtHI
Dpiirctos.
knitting
stoppage
I" M
DlAliOND JIHANIs MLLS, ncuaua
J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBEP Cross work rooms," according to an
vmva knnwfi si Best. SMVR,:
yi
officials of
announcement
by
tonight
EVERYWHERE
COMPANY
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS
the Atlantic division.
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Two new names have slipped into
27 13
.34
Totals
x Ratted for Keene in ciKhth.
the leading batters of the two leagues
100 200 00.2 5
Washington
his reason, Oeorse Burns in second
000 001 0023
Philadelphia
place in the American, and llctnic
e
hits .I.nvan, Oroh
in the runncr-u- p
Summary:
position in the
Ainsmith, Burns. Home run Johnson. Nat onal.
Sacrif.ce hit Keene. Slrurk out By
Oroh'B name has often been in the
.Tonmton fi, by Keene 1. by Adams 1. .300 lists, l ut this is the first time the
Hasps on balls Off Keeiie 1, off Bauer diminutive one has risen so hitch in
2. Double plays
Morgan, La van and the ranks. Burns' case is even more
Tilde: Dugan, Dykes and Burns. In- peculiar, as he was traded by Hufihie
nings pitched By Keend 8. by Adams Jenninss last year because, bo was
1.
unable to hit.
Second same:
The names at the top of the list are
luluimtori
It has been considered
,jiot surpr.s-sAH. j:
K.I
l'O,
ile Hop in late years for Ty Cobb
0 (piite
Shot ton; If .
not to occupy the hlKhest position in
"I
I
IFoster, Sb..
3
.lodge, lb .
fl
1
Milan, cf . .
STANDING OF THE TEAMS
3
Lavan, ss . .
o
1
Shanks, if .
o!
Morgan. 2b
H
.vvriowi, i,(,c;i Ainsmith, e
W.
L.
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0
0
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GERMAN REPORt

AmKierdam, Aug. 13. The German
news agency, in a disGiants and Has Straight patch to Berlin forwarded
here, says
regarding the British operations durRun of Defeats; Wilson and ing
the third day of the offensive in
Picardy:
McCarty Star at Bat,
"During a British attack north of
the Somme on both Hides of the Rohan highway,
the attackers were
IRV MORNING
fro mthe north in a flanking
JOURNAL SP.Cl-- i. LEASfO MntS'
caught
N'e-fire of shrapnel from German ha HerYork, A nit. 13 N'ew York
rt, while
Boston in another double-heade- r. b's on the heights east of A
The double victory makes from the south of this position our
,
fourteen straight tames New York machine gun, hidden In the woods
has won from Boston. Scores First o ntlie Steep bank of the Somme riv"
er, tore wide gaps in the attacking
game:
j
IVostKII.
ranks and .forced them to retire.
A. V.
"The Engl ten fared' no better south
AH.
6
of the river. On both sides of the Rollerog, 2 b
0
man
road, advancing British infantry
Tagsrort. If
0
chad bourne, cf
again were taken unde rthe flanking
5
of weak German detachments which
Terry, ss . .
4
were behind the steep batiks of the
O. Smith. 3h.
0
Homme.
Tho attackers astride of
Konetchy, lb
3
Proyart, encountered tho defender's
Wilson, c
0
who had already found cover in adRawlings, rf
vanced saps of the old French deGeorge, p
fense! system, while the Knglish atCrandull
tacking waves were caught without
Northrop,
protection on the bare plateau by the
4
German fire.
K 24 23
Totals
"On the rectilinear Roman road enNew Vorli.
r.
A
re. a
emy cavalry detachments ready for
2
0
0
pursuit, munition columns, rear guard
Burns, cf
0
infantry reserves and machine gui'
Young, if . .
fi
formations were crowded together.
0
Fletcher, s
Among this compact mass of men and
Doyle, 2b
VAm merman,
13
horses, the German shells worked terlb
airrible havoc, while our
3
Thorpe, If .
planes pelted the road w'th machine
Sicking, 3b
gun bullets. In tho fearful confusion
MoCarty, c .
the British reserves wire forced to
0
CfUIHoy, p .
0
Ty ( obi) anil (.corgo limns.
Oemaree, p
0
the American league and Zach Wheat Toney, p
ENOUGH WOOL HELD
in
means
a
newcomer
is not
by any
5
7 27 10
21
0
Totals
the premier position in the National.
x Hatted for George in eighth.
FOR CIVIL USES
As one of the leading batters, Clroh
Score
innings:
occupies a uniipie position.' Me is the Boston ty
000 000 040 4
S MORNING JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
only man in cither league who devi- New York
01 0 001 30x
New York, Aug. 13. Despite the
ates from the usual style of not standhits
Wilson,
Summary:
fact that the government has taken
ing with his body' parallel with the McCarty. Stolen liases Burns 2, Zimover the entire wool stocks of grow
plate. Groh stands at the plate with merman. Sacrifice hits Young. Sicklers and dealers for war uses, there re
his body toward the pitcher. Other
2.
Double
Fletcher.
Sacrifice
fly
ing
mains in the hands of Jobbers and
batters face the pitchers by turning
Doyle to Zimmerman;''
Terry cutters-u- p
enough material to supply
their heads almost at right angles to plays
to
to
to
Konetehv;
Tlerzog
Herzog
civilian clothing needs for a year,
their bodies.
on
Off
balls
Bases
Causev
Konetchy.
Pea body, chief of the woolen
If Groh should happen to bea't out
1.
out Herbert
division of the war Industries board
Wheat for the National league leader- 3, George 3, Northrop 2. Struck
Wild pitch said
Hy Causey 3, George
today In an address before the
ship it. will be the third time in as
Goorge.
Innings pitched Causev National Association of Retail Clothmany yeara that Cincinnati huH
7
Demaree
Toney
George iers.
the league leader. Chase in 7,
Northrop 1.
Mr. Pea body advised the clothiers to
6, and Kousli in VJ17.
U. TT. V..
Second game:
customers to economize by wearurge
0
000
000
Boston
00225 10
ing their apparel as long as possible.
1
01 0 040 nox
10
New York
Batteries: Began and Wilson; Pcr-ri- tt
and Rariden.
KEY POSITIONSARE
DOVE SEASON

vAtlr

first game:
Washington.
AH. R. II. TO. A. K.
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FREQUENT RAINS

Buy a New

E

Perfection Oil
-- LNOW

'

W4i

CI

AND

Cook Stove

New

RANGES

Special Value Giving Event

July But Slightly Below
in Precipitation,
Being
Good
month
Farmfor
Fairly
ers and Stockmen,

FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.
Wc have just received an elegant and select line
of new Fall Dresses. Very latest models.
NO TWO ALIKE.
.Considering the advanced price of silks and
satins and the still more important factor, workmanship, the style and quality of these dresses
will appeal to you as the very best bargain of
the season. Jt will pay you to BUY NOW.
Many Styles to Be Had in
BEADED GEORGETTES, SATINS COMBINED WITH GEORGETTE, AND EXTRA
HEAVY SATINS, PLAIN, BRAIDED AND
FRINGE TRIMMED.
In all leading shades of Bicge, Flesh, Burgundy,
French Blue, Navy, Green Taupe, Black and

Nor-.ni- al

Not only should you huy one now because
there is much warm weather to come but also
because it is economy to use the New Perfec-tionall times.

at

IRRaCIAI

COPBI1MNMHCI

Simla Fe, X.

weather report

.

TO

HOftNIN.

JOURNAL,

Auk. Aug. 13. The
for the month of July,

M ..

issued by the 1'mtcd States weather
bureau here, follows:
The month of July nvernued nearly
In
normal
temperature and but
slightly below the norma! in precipi-tatioconsidering the state, as a
whole. A fairly general small excess
of temperature occurred over eastern
counties nnii a small dcfUicnty in northern, but as u rule; no marke departure occurred, nor were thero
marked periods of heat or cold. Jioth
the maximum and the minimum temperatures occurred at individual stations on various dates, although the
6th or 7th were probably the coldest
dates and the 10th or 11th the wannest.
The precipitation for the month was
largely a succession of local thundersome point
storms, which touched
within the stale every day during
the month. The most frequent storms
occurred, however, from the 3d to nth:
13th to 15th, 19th to 22d and 26th to
29th. A few heavy local downpours
occurred, but not as many as usually
occur during July, nor were they as
heavy. Several deaths by lightning
were reported in the stale and three
deaths by drowning, in the swollen o
southeast of Silver City.
The more frequent and heavier
showers were of marked benefit to
the dry southern counties, reviving
range and aiding stock, and in the
northern counties crops made gopd
progress.
Proscare.
Tho mean
atmospheric
pressure at Santa Fe wan 29.89 inches
7
highest, 30.15 on the 9lh; lowest
on the 21st. At Koswell the mean
was 29.91 inches; highest, 30.14 on the
5th; lowest, 29.09 on the 3d. At El
Paso the mean was 29.84 Inches;
highest, .10.04 on the 9th; lowest, 29.02
on the 3d.

We are making the following very special prices because we must not carry. our present large stock over
until next summer.
Take advantage of this opportunity to buy the world
famous Oil Cook Stove at a pr.ee we will not bt able
to make you later on.

Regular New Perfection, Two Burner
$12.03
Regular New Perfection, Three Burner. .$15.00
One Burner Oven
$3.50
Two Burner Oven
$4.75
No. 61 New Perfection, One Burner with tank feed $4.00
No. 62 New Perfection, Two Burner with tank feed $8.00
No. 32
No. 33

J. KORBER & CO.
"Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store."
220 North Second St.
.

Phone 878.

ft
f I

h

I

rr

t$

Your Choice

$19.75

SEE SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAY.
"WE DO WHAT WE ADVERTISE."

The Golden Rule

29.-6-

TO BE DISCUSSED

White.
Values From $27.00 to $35.00

'

sea-lev-

TIMELY SUBJECTS

i;

D ry

Goods Company

Tcniiatiirc.

AT SAWTA FE MEET

mmm

forty-seve-

iSPeCIAI. CORRtaPONDtNCC

Never

You'll

Bake Another Cake
fcftor you've tried trims. That's what
cine of our customers told her friend

And aha knew what she wan talking
bout, for it flrnt she waa decidedly
Skeptical regarding any baking don
outside the home. But why praise
our bakingT Try some plea and
cakee and you'll do the praising.

Pioneer Bakery
B.

N. BALLING,

Prop.

gonth Flrat Btrma.

HI 7

SUGAR ALLOTMENT FOR
ARIZONA

DURING

OF AUGUST
ISPCC1AL

COHRRVPONDBNrv

MONTH

ANNOUNCED
TO

MOSNINO JOURNAL)

With
Ariz., Aug.
750,000 pounds of sugar as the
August allotment for Arizona, figures
giving the amount for each county ir,
the stale wero announced today by the
federal food administrator for
13.

Flagstaff,

n

total of

Ari-Bon- a.

These figures are based on the population estimates furnished by the various county food administrators, and
the total population of the state Is thus
fixed at 2811,000. This Is somewhat in
excess of the census bureau's figures
which give the present population at
L'66,000.

The allotlment by counties follows:
Allotment
County.
for August.
Apache
26,025
t'ochlso
, . , 140,325
Coconino
,. 26,050
Gila
.. ..
79,275
Graham
30,900
Greenlee
49,950
Maricopa
118,200
Mohave
18,525
Navajo
31,725

I'ima
l'inal
Santa Cruz

75,975

42,300
24,375

5500

Yavapai
Yuma

30,376

Total
AVomen

700,000

Plan to Save Fruit Crops.

Santa Fe. Aug. 13. The woman's
committee of the state council of defense met Monday afternoon in the
new museum to consider the matter
of mobilizing sufficient labor to save
the fruit crop In the state, or at least
It waa reported
to prevent waste.
that considerable fruit Is going unpicked, that windfall apples are not
being utilized as they should be.that
not sufficient labor is available for
drying fruit and that facilities are
lacking to evaporate or otherwise preserve it.
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Santa Fe, Aug. 13. Superintendent
J. H. Wagner today gave out the program for the- - three days educational
conference to meet In Santa Fe, Thursday, Friday and Saturday. The definite lines for emphasis in the schools
of the stute are to be set forth as follows:
1. The county board of education
law for administrative and taxation
purposes as recommended by the commissioner of education and as passed
by the legislatures of 1915 "and 1917.
Constructive legislation with suggestive amendments, Superintendent Jay
T. Conway and Stato Senator L. C.
Mersfelder.
2. "Vestibule" training for teachers.
(Normal training before entering the
profession.) George Lougee and Miss
Spencer.
5. Teacher training in service. Mrs.
Hayes and Miss Eckles.
4. Adoption of a new state course
of study with emphasis upon the five
essentials: Heading, writing, spelling,
arithmetic and the English language
as related to life's activities. Dr. A.
D. Crlle.
5.
Make (he coining
generation
physically fit," Dr. U. E. McBrldo and
Mrs. Max Nordhaus.
6. Make the country school as good
as the city school,
Superintendent
Montoya and Superintendent Errett.
7.
The encouragement of liberal
education for the good of both indi
vidual and nation. Senators A. IS. Fall
and A. A. Jones.
8.
the
curriculum
Broadening
Mrs.
through vocational education,
Ruth C. Miller, Federal Agent C. V,
Williams.
9. A due regard for the taxpayer
through careful business administra
tion for each unit and through the ap
plhl'tion of l'ederal aid, Uhairman
Pollard of the state tax commission.
10. Careful pruning of the course
of study and the elimination of waste
through the adoption of more direct
methods of instruction, Superintendent E. W. Bowycr and Principal J. R.
McCollum.
11. The standardization of schools
in sanitary conditions, equipment, at
tendance, instruction and touch with
community life; also the wider use ot
the school house for community purposes, Assistant Superintedcnt J. V.
.
Conway.
of illiteracy,
The reduction
.12.
Americanization through the instruction offered In our schools; a definite
place on the program for war activities: more definite patriotic instruction: war gardens; the suspension of
President Charles
teaching German.
Springer ofthe state council of defense and Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts.
13. Every child in school in September; and eaual advantages for all the
children of all the people. .Superintend u. Lucero and Superintendent
wickloy.
H. On to college! A drive to get
as large a number as possible of our
younor people Into college this fall. The
Vnited States high? officials realize
the college in speeding up mentally
is taKing college men into the officers'
training schools. A collees education
is of decided advantage both in war
ana in post-wa- r
times. Dr. David R
Boyd.
15.. Modification of the course of
study with greater emphasis on the
teaching of patriotism. Governor
t- nosey.
,,
16. The closest possible
between the state denartment anA
the superintendents of schools and of
an educational forces of the state.
state superintendent J. R. Wagner.
;
Wagner.
-t
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Santa Fe, N. M Aug. Is. A." B.
alias Dashrey, sentenced to
hang at Las Cruces today for the
murder of Sheriff Stephens of Luna
county, has been granted a reprieve
of four weeks on representation of
counsel that application would be
made foi a Judicial Investigation of
Smith,

his sanity,
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Precipitation.

The average precipitation for tho
state, as determined from the records
of 175 stations, was 2:43 inches, or
0.28 inch below the normal as shown
by the departures of 91 stations having records for ten years or more.
The avcrago for tho month was 0.92
The
Inch greater than July, 1917.
greatest monthly amount was 7.28
inches near, Nogal, southwest Lincoln
county, anduhe least 0.27 inch at
l.
ranch, southwest of .San
The greatest amount In any
r
twenty-fouconsecutive
hours was
2.80 inches at Quemario, nnrthwest
county on teh 5th. There was an
average of nine days with precipitation of 0:.01 Inch or more.
Wind.
The total wind movement at Santa
Fe was 4,264 miles, or 6.7 miles per
hour; greatest velocity 29 miles from
the southeast on the 31st. At Itoswell
the total movement was 5.671 miles, or
7.6 miles per hour; highest velocity 46
from the east on the 15th. At the Agricultural college the total movement
waa 5.570 miles, or 7.4 miles per hour;
highest velocity, 30 miles from the
south on the 18th, while at Kl Paso
the total movement was 7,428 miles,
or 10.9 miles per hour; highest velocity, fifty miles from the northeast or
the 19th. The prevailing direotion for
the state was from tho southwest and
there was much, less wind than during July, 1917. 4i
There wag ut 61 per cent of the
possible sunshine during the month
at the, station in Santa Pe, or 270
hours, and but 20 days had 50 per
cent or more of the possible sunshine,
and had 26 days with 50 per cent or
more of the possible amount. For the
state, as a whdle, there were 12 clear
14 partly cloudy and 5
cloudy duys
which is practically the normal recoi J
filo-riet-

Mar-icia-

for the month.

M.Hcelluivoiis Phenomena.

Thunderstorms occurred at Homo
point. In the state each day during
the month, but they were most frequent on the 2d to 8th; 10th to 15th'
19th to 22d and 26lh to 31st. Hail,
usually small and of no importance
and without damage, occurred ovet
small areas on the 1st, 7th, 12fh 14th,

15th, 17th, 18th, 21st, 23d, 27th 28th,
29th and 30th. A few storms, however; were severe. Thus on the 17th a
storm began In Colfax county passing
eastward into Union. The observer at
Des Moines says; "The hail on the
17th completely ruined crops west of
the station over a strip about three to
four miles in width and extending
well across the county. Of the storm
near Nogal on the 1st the observers
say: Very heavy hall occurred on the
1st, coming out of the south and generally fell for about 80 minutes. It
washed fields and filled the canyon.
Pinon also reports a heavy hail storm
northeast of the station one and
miles, on the 15th. Solar halos
were observed on the 1st, 9th, 21st and
22d, and lunar haloa on the 17th and
18th.
one-hal-

(V

My favorite

The monthly mean for tho slate,
based upon tho records of seventy-fiv- e
stations, having a mean altitude ol
about 5,000 feat, was 72.5 degrees, oi
0.2 above the normal, as determined
stafrom the departure of
tions having records for ten years or
more. July, 1917, averaged 1.2 degrees higher than the last month. The
highest monthly mean was 8.1.1 degrees at Artesia and the highest recorded temperature 107 degrees al
the same station on the 11th. The
lowest monthly mean was 57.4 degrees at Harvey's Upper ranch and the
lowest recorded temperature 31 degrees at Elizabethtown on the 28th.
The greatest local daily range of temperature was 50 degrees at Clayton
on the 3d and at Dawson, on tho 24th.
Hunv.dily.
The mean relative humidity at San
ta Fe at 6 a. m. was 68 per cent; at
6 p. in., 34 per cent,
and for the
month- 51 per cent. At Itoswell at 6
a. m. the mean was 68 per cent, at 0
P. in., 33 per cent, and for the month
50 per cent. At the agricultural college the 8 a. m. readings averaged 68
per cent, the 5 pm. m., 25 per cent,
4 2
and
for
the month
per
cent. El Paso averaged 60 per cent
at 6 a. m., 29 per cent at 6 p .m,
and for tho month 44 per cent.

f

Austrian Moving Forres.
Geneva, Switzerland, Aug. 13. The
Austrians are reported moving an Immense amount of material and great
numbers of troops in the direction of
Italy and are expected shortly to attempt another offensive on the lta- -

GALL ON WILSON
IN M0QNEY

AGAINST

MINING ENGINEERING
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CIVIL ENGINEERING
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CASE

President Is Asked to Inter-

Chaotic Condition in Ukraine
in
Effort to Bring
vene
Spreads; Former Prisoners
About Prisoner's Pardon;
in League With Bolsheviks
Other Indictments to Follow
Under Dismissed General,
Y

MOKNItta jnUXNAL

Wll

rteiAL LtA.ID
A committee

Washington, Aug. 13.

iaii.ir
international
representing
unions called at the white house today
and left a memorial asking President
Wilson to intervene again in behalf
of Thomas J. Mooney, under sentence
of death in California for connection
with the preparedness day
parade
lmtub explosion in ian Francisco in
July. 1916. The memorial says:
"While it is (rue that the courts of
California have declared themselves
without power to disturb tho present
Judgment of conviction, a new trial
can, nevertheless, be obtained without In any way straining or disturbing the ordinary law of the state. The
governor can obtain from Thomas J.
Mooney and his attorneys a written
stipulation that he will not pload his
present conviction In bar. Tho governor with that stipulation In his possession can pardon Mooney and direct
that he be prosecuted immediately on
one of the eight or nino other Indictments which charge him with respon.
slbility for deaths caused by the fame
explosion, and thus give Mooney a
new day In court with an opportunity
to prove his Innocence."
Such a suggestion from the president, the memorial, urges, it is .hurdlj
conceivable that the governor of California would hesitate to adopt. In
the event a refural the president is
urged to compel Mooney's release ,hs
a war measure, under authority of his
lower as commander in chief. Mooneyes execution, the memorial declares,
would be a serious obstacle to fulfillment of the president's 'plans for aiding the Russian people.

COLONEL

RANDOLPH

(RY
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.f.ClAL LIAIt.O WtSC)

Washington,
Aug. 13. Bitterness
among the peasants of the Ckralno
is steadily intho
Germans
against
creasing, according to advices reaching the stato denartment today from
an eye witness in the Russian prov-

FORM Kit SLAV

soconrto, new Mexico.

FARMERS

PROSPECTS

'

Washington, Aug. 13. CSermnn and
Austrian former prisoners operating
with tho
Holsbevlkl In Siberia are
commanded by the renegade Russian
general, von Tauha, who was removed
from his command on account of his
This Inforproclivities.
mation was made public today by
Czecho.-SlovaS.
Vladimir
the
Capt.
llurban,
officer in Washington to report to' Prof. T, G. Masurykm, tho
k

f.

PRISONER PARLEY
STILL INDEFINITE
lav MQRNINa JOURNAL

pccial

l(aio

wist
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referring to the
itary writer ofin the
formation of the

American field army,:
"This work would not have been
possible had It not been Xor the good
will, devotion and .intelligence ot the
Americans " he explains.
MVV
know now jthat the German
hlgh'command has been most uneasy
aoout the Athrlcan army aince Juno.
Divisional leaders have, received
to do as much damage as possible
to American troops because the units
fighting were destined to be nuclei of
new formaUQria."or-de-ra

,

very harmful. Just plain mulsified
cocoanut oil (which la pure and entirely greascless). la much better than
the most expensive soap or anything
else you can use for shampooing, as
this can't possibly' injure the hair.
Simply moisten your nair with water and rub It In,
One or two
will make an abundance of
rich, creamy lather, and cleanses the
hair and scalp thoroughly.
The lather rlneea out easily and removes every
particle of dust, dirt, dandruff and ex
cessive oil. The hair dries quickly
and evenly, and it leavea It fine and
illky, bright, fluffy and easy to man-tgYou can get mulsified .cocoanut oil
store.
at most any drug
It la very
cheap, and a few o.inees la enough to
last everyone la the family .. tor
...... ,: '.v..
montDj,
Is

e.

,

...

THE ZUNI

GERMANS. PLANNING TO
OCCUPY
PETROGRAD

HAVE GOOD
FOR

CROPS

TO M..X.M JOUHNAL!
..0,L COM.MO.MKCI
Callup, N. M., Aug. 13. A chicken
pull was held at John folllno'a trading store, seven miles west of town,

;F.NFK.Ii

commander-in-chie-

IN

MOUNTAINS

iu:.i)s hoIaSiikyiki

(.'.echo-Slova- k

l

A. X. ILLINSKI, President

(lerrnan soldiers travel about thc.
country only In largo squads, accordOtherwise they
ing to this Informant.
are attacked by peasants who endeavor to capture them for torture.
The Ukrainian government Is reported training troops and has approximately 800,000 men.
Ranks arc being reopened and a
charge of 12 per cent commission Is
being made on the withdrawal of old
As a result large amounts
accounts.
of hoarded money aro being put Into
circulation.

TO

(T MOffNIN JOUWNAfc. P.At LCAStS W1RSI
Paris, Aug. 13. It would have been
Impossible to proceed more skillfullv
In giving American forces a maximum
of efficiency in a minimum of time,
says Colonel Ie Thomasson, the mil-

Military instruction fall of 1918.
Recognized by the United States Government.
A faculty of technical graduates of recognized practical ability.
Good laboratory equipment, including new flotation
and mill units.
An enormous demand for graduates and undergraduates of Mining Schools.
The New Mexico School of Mines offers a sound business opportunity to New Mexico boys. '
Low cost, good dormitory. Write for catalogue.

ince.

Washington, Aug. 13. Formal acby Germany of tho American
QUIT AS ACTIVE HEAD ceptance
proposal for a conference on treatment of prisoners, at Berne, SwitzerIBV MOftNIN
JOUftNAb .KOIM. LIASKO WIRSJ
land, "the middle of September," was
Tucson, Ariz.,. Aug. 13. Announce- transmitted to the state department toColonel
ment that
Kpea Randolph day through the Spanish foreign ofwould retire as tho operating head of fice. The United States has appointed
the Arizona Kastern 'railroad under delegates headed by, Minister Garrett
federal management was made at the at The Hague to attend the conferoffices i't tho. company hero today. ence. Questions relating to interned
Colonel Uarnlolph will remain as pres- civilians also will bo discusssd.
ident of tho company. The headquarters will be removed to Sua Francisco.
Colonel Randolph will continue to
Cocoanut Oil Fine
direct the Southern Pacific of Mexico,
East Coast oil company and Albion
For Washing Hair
dumber company, other Southern Pacific subsidiaries of which he iB the
ofhead, and will retain the general
fices of these corporations in TucIf you want to keep your hair In
son.
ood condition, he careful what you
wash it with.
YANKS SUBJECTED
Most aoapa and prepared shampoos
too much alkali. Thla driea
contain
TO SEVERE TESTS
the acaip, makes the hair brittle, and

-

!!

l.
London,

JOUKH.l .I..C..1.
-

Aug.-

13.

L.IB ,..,

Tho Germans

Int-

occupy l'etrograd, a
to the Copenhagen rolltikendispatch
from
lrelslngfors, declares the Exchange
in
tho
Danish
Telegraph correspondent
last Sunday afternoon. Tho. Indians, capital reports.
Troops for this .purpose arc already
who were tho main performera, were
being brought toward the objective, it
there is large numbers. A very ex- is added.
citing timo followed the pulling of the
chicken and afforded much amuseACRES TO BE
ment to the spectators. Soveral other 28,000
stunts followed and tho day ended
OPENED IN STATE
with a big squaw dance.
Mrs. C. M. Sabin and daughter have
lT HORHINa JOURNAL SPfCIAL LUIIO Willi)
gone to California to remain soveral
Washington, Aug. 13. Nearly 28,-0weeks.
acres of land are eliminated from
M. B. Shutt has accepted a position
as engineer with the Diamond Coal the Lincoln national forest, New Mexico, by an executive proclamation ancompany at Coal Basin mine.
Miss Margaret Young has returned nounced today to simplify boundary
lines
and ma,ke available for farming
to Gallup from Flagstaff, where she
spent the last month managing the purposes certain tracts found to bo
,
Postal telegraph office. She has re- valuable.
sumed her duties as manager of the
Vomorrats Called to Meet.
Postal office In this city.
Santa Fe, Aug. 13. State Chairman
McKinlcy county will supply twenty
men for the next draft Quota. The Arthur Scligman today called a meetme,n will entrain for Camp pike about ing of the democratic stato central
committee to convene at Santa Fe on
August 20.
Two rains last week assured the Thursday, August 22. at 2 p. m. to
rarmers in the Zunl mountains good determine the time and place for the
rvn state convention and determine tho
crops ot potatoes nnd em inn
conditions have been good, there this apportionment therefor.
year and with the recent rains tho
farmers are well pleased over tho
end-to

00

OUllOOK.

ine pago Farmers' association,

In

tho Zunl mountains, held a meeting
Sunday afternoon to further complete

the farmers' organization which hv
have formed there, and to consider
marketing facilities for this fall. Herman F.crger la servina as nresldent
John Radosovltch as vice president
and N. A. Rosa as secretary-treasure- r.
County Agent Taylor went up from
nore to attend the meeting'.
Palmer Ketner, Jr., of this city has
received his commission In the marines and Is now serving In Franco.
This news was received by his father
in a letter last week.
A young Navajo has been arrested
here on the charge of stealing a 200.
pound sack of wool from the ware,
house of George Sampson.
He hai
been bound over to the grand jury,
having confessed to the theft.
County Agent Taylor haa returned
from the State Agricultural college,
where he attended a state conference
of county1 agents.
,
Is a I'itlior at Ago of 76.
East Laa Vegaa, N. jr.. Aug. 13.
O. L. Gregory, a pioneer citizen and
prominent In New Mexico Masonic
Circles, is a father at 76 years of age,
a son having; been born Monday to
him and Mrs. Greaorv.
Mr. Gregory
Is, a'vetsran of the civil war and n
Grand Amy man.
..
j
.
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Bonds.

Liberty

WILL BUY ANY
ISSUE ANY AMOUNT
highest market prices.
General stock and bond
business transacted.
(List
ed or unlisted.)
At

A. L. Jameson
435'' Seeurrty

Itulldtng.
LOS A.tUKLKS.
A.
L.
Stock
( Member

Exchange.)

.
JVHEN WEAK
OR RUN DOWN

by rhrenie or acute throat and lung1
trouble! which o(tn decrease efficiency
nd menace lit lUelf. try

ECKMATTS

ALTERATIVE

Is Culrtum orpart!0B posgea-t- d
of marked tonlo raluv fn addition to
Its remprila.1 nuftiillea. Contains no AlDrulf.
cohol. Narcotio or Haoit-l'ormin- g
$1 tin, sow 80c
$2 mm, aaw $1.50.
Trie includes war tax. All drutslata.
FVtmim T ahorstorr Philadelphia.
TM
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NEWSPAPER

France the principal of mutual intern

Morning Journal
Published by the

JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.

ment of officers ami
officers who had been in captivity
at least eighteen nr'nths was settled
in0 917, and an as;reeine:it to that ef
fect has been in actual operation for
some time.
It seems probable, that the new
British-Germa-

Western Representative
C.

J.

Marquette

tute

ANDERSON,
III.

Bldg., Chicago,

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Wednesday, August
THE SCARECROW THAT DIDN'T SCARE.

Eastern Representative
RALPH R. MULLIGAN,
SO Knit 43nd
Street, New fork.
Knlered as second-clas- s
matter at tire
postoffice of Albuquerque, N, M under Act
of Congees of March 1, 1879.
Larger circulation than any other paper
In New Mexico.
Tho only paper In New
Mexico Issued every day in the year.
ONl
TEliMOK-sLuiSCHll'Ti-

Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month.. 70c
17.50
Yearly, In advance
NOTICE TO SUUKCKIURHS.
Subscribers to the Journal when writing
to have their paper changed to a new address must be sure to give the old address.
T"The Morning Journal lias a higher circulation rating than Is accorded to any other
paper In New Mexico." The American
Newspaper Directory.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS.
The Associated Press Is exclusively
entitled to the use for republication
of all news credited to It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
THE JOURNAL takes and prints
sixty hours and thirty minutes of exclusively Associated Press leased wire
service each week. No other newspaper published In New Mexico takes
hnura of Asmore than twenty-fou- r
sociated Press service during a week.

14, 1918.

Slandering New Mexico
The following article under the
"Americas Unguarded Gateway,"
appeared in the North American
for August.
'lake a map of the United
States. Place your finger on the
border between New Mexico and
Mexico anywhere
between El
Paso a'nd Columbus. Move the
finger northward to the Rio
Grande; follow the Rio Grande
northward to Valencia county;
swing eastward to the New Mex- lean Central railway;
continue
northward to Santa Fe and west- -,
ward to the Rio Grande; then
along the Rio Grande to Colorado
and eastwurd to Pueblo.
You .have pointed out a route
along which an invading army
could pass unhindered, unresisted and not unwelcomed.'
Over
nearly the entire route, the enemy would be acclaimed, fed,
quartered, equipped and recruited. If of any strength, the invad- era could pass deep into the heart
of the United States.
The size of the arn.y that any
terrestrial pirate can gather is
limited principally by the pirate's
access to gold and silver. If funds
were supplied from any 'source
a largo
Germany, for Instance
army could be miietly raised by
and
directed toward
tiny bandit
any goal for any purpose. The
amount of hatred that could be
Instilled into such an army would
bo limited only by the volume
of devil's Spanish in the bandit
n
leader's vocabulary. A few
officers and somo German
gold effectively placed could assemble this army and start it
cap-tlo-

agreement will substirepatriation for Internment In
n

m'f'

'h

these cases, whether it is so or not, it
seems certain that privates who have
been prisoners in Germany for more
than eighteen months will now be en
titled to realesc, though the pr"cess
of exchange is certain to be difficult
and must tuko time.
The direct oxi hanfio of privates .will
remove what was felt to be an almost
intolerable
that officers
grievance
and
officers should
be entitled to internment after eighteen
months' captivity, while privates who
had been prisoners in Germany much
linger had no hope of release.
Whatever the details may he, the
conclusion of the agreement even in
this provisional form, is welcomocd
.,.
by tho British people.
In view of the fact that only after
nearly four years have the British
been able to reach a fairly satisfactory
agreement concerning tho exchange
of prisoners America
should begin
negotiations at once for the relcaso of
our men who are confined in the
camps in Germany.

-

-
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The article which ippcared in the
Korth American Review for August
and which has aroused the entire
state because of its glaringly flagrant
attack on this state and, its loyinalty is tho most monstrous
has ever
justice a commonwealth
been subjected to. It is impossible to understand it or explain it.
The clearest thing about it is that
the person who wrote tt, who signed
bimself Henry Wray, Kansas City,
Iilo.j is viciously vindictive against us.
Tho peoplo of the state, in their anger at having their fidelity impugned,
have lost sight of the fact that not
only is New Mexico libeled but the
entire nation is placed in odium.
If to say that two states in America
would
Ncw Mexico and Colorado)
"acclaim, feed, quarter, equip and recruit an invading army" is not giving
comfort to the enemy, then nothing
that can be suid in this country would
do it. Can anything be imagined that
would bo read with more relish in the

German reichstag than

the

article

signed by Mr. Wray?
From beginning to end the article
is false. It would have been easy for
the editor who passed It to have investigated tho voluntary enlistment of
New Mexico, and this alone, would
have convinced any reasonable man
of the falsity of the letter. There have
been as many volunteers from Nw
Mexico, proportionately, as from any
state of the union, and our record in the
war with Spain showed irrefutably
that not only is the native population
of New Mexico loyal to America, but
It Is loyal even against Spain itself.
It would seem that with all our
laws, including those lately framed by
congress to suppress interference with
the prosecution of the war, there
should be some direct action by which
both Mr. Wray and tho North American can be punished.
Something more than a protest
come from New Mexico. The
proper authorities should leave nothing undone to bring those who arc
guilty to justice.

ritovisiovMj i iiisoi:i;.s'
agki i;mi;.t.
Thero has not yet boon a definite
announcement as to what the United
States war department is doing or intends to do in the subject of exchange
of prisoners. It is possible, now that
the allies have taken the offensive,
that America will n"t h'iic any large
number of troops taken captive by the
enemy. Such is the earnest hope of
the people.
a
Nevertheless, there
considerable number of our men in
prison camps in Germany,

and from

threats that have originated in Berlin

It is not to be expected thoy will receive any better treatment than did
the British prisoners, on whom the
Germans at first directed their hate.
That hate is now turned toward the
Americans for "their disgraceful and
selfish entry into the war."
The British and German delegates
to The Hague conference have reached an agreement, but it has still to
be ratified by both governments, and
its terms are announced so far only
In a fragmentary' and possibly a misleading way.
The thousands of people who are interested in it have been warned not
to jump to conclusions 'which a closer
acquaintance with the exact terms of
snVgrecmcnt of itself merely provisional pending 'ratification may not
Justify! With these words of warning, however, It may bo said that the
agreement itself, so far as its terms
are known, represents a substantial
achievement.
It promises to send
back homo British privates wdio have
been more than eighteen months in
captivity, tin nd it was their case that
was so hard In itself and so distressing to the people in England.
The agreement, we are told in a
very brief official announcement, follows generally tho lines of the Franco-Germa- n
agreement concluded at the
end of April, Tho text of this was
published In May. It included a good
many subjects relative t" the treatment of prisoners besides direct exchange, .limited direct exchange to
officers and prl- vates, and left officers on both sides
to be Interned in Switzerland.
,
la the cane of Great Britain and

Tho extent of the work done under

northward.

has reNew Mexico
mained Mexican in every sense of
the word. One may travel a hundred miles, pass through town
o
after town and be unable to
in any language save Spanish. There are whole districts
without English speaking persons
The legislature Is conducted in
The courts, state and
Spanish.
federal, are conducted in Spanish.
There is In the state of New
Mexico, a powerful political secret organization that is known as
the penitentes, but which, withcountersign-entere- d
in its wlndowless,
Moradas. gives itself another name.
The penitentes are a strange
religious
sect, practicing weird
oppolitical enerites,
of
elimination
and
pression
mies. The desert's are dotted with
their calvary crosses at which
human crucifixions are annually carried out, despite the efforts
n'f tho government
to prevent
Americans who
them.
learn too much and become talkative are'found on the highways,
their hearts decorated with neat
perforations.
The federal and state courts
obev the mnnriates of tho penitentes, and no penitcnto is ever
,
convicted in court. 0
After Villa made his raid on
con-vers-

Achievements of America
Lauded by London Times

The following is the second of the
two urticles published by "Tho London
Times," telling of the accomplishments
of America in the first year of the
war.
"Great plans are under way for the
American air program. When it Is in
full working order there will bo s"me
surprises at the front. It is no secret that to date tho air section of
the air program has been a disappointment. There were grand promises,
but at home tho production end failed
dismally, and at this end certain arrangements niado did not work out so
The result
smoothly as contemplated.
was that n"t until quite recently were
marie for the
adequate provisions
many hundreds of picked young
Americans who came here expecting
to finish their training quickly and
get into the fighting squadrons.
"But now order has come out of the
one chaotic brunch of tho American
program, the boys are being absorbed
by the French, the British and the
new American
schools, the
flying
shortage of training machines and
other facilities is disappearing, and
the groundwork is oing perfected for
American air work on a grand scale in
There are largo
tho near future.
'I'roduction Departments,' as they arc
MII.K AND DAWKS.
called really assembling and testing
and several
flying
departments
That- - babies and little children are schools
of hugo proportions as well as
sale
decreased
directly affected by the
repair shops, supply centers, etc., ull
on the same big scale. Already there
of milk rop'Ttcd by dealers In American cities is illustrated by findings for are men here In plenty to fill all these
as so"n as tho engines and parts
F.altimoro recently reported by the and
and necessary materials begin to arStates
United
the
children's bureau of
rive In volume as they will do short'
ly it will not take long for the origdepartment of labor.
Of 7,"iG Baltimore children between inal program to materialize.
"I inspected several of these flying
two and seven years of ace, only 20 schools,
siiw a great deal of expert
milk
now
having fresh
per cent are
flying quiie up to the standard of the
to drink as against B0 per cent a year best French and British work, and
flew myself with several of tho Amerago. And only 20 or less than three ican
boys, feeling quito secure in their
are
children
cent
the
of
studied,
per
hands as they Indulged in 'banking,'
on- having as much as three cups a day. spirals and 'low worn,' which
two, the gistcd of skimming the fields at ninety1
With the babies under
an nour, jumping iences, nouses.
children's bureau says the situation i kmiios ana
nouses witn line utmost, pera little less serious. Apparently their trees
fection of control.
I am convinced
needs are ni"re generally understood that theso Amorican hoys will rank
than the. needs of the child over two among the best fliers iff combat work
at tho front.
On a recent Sunday
years.
at one of the flying centers J
Most serious is tho general substi- morning
visited, there were perhaps sixty matution in the children's diet of tea and chines in the air at once, Borne praccoffee. Of the 575 children who are ticing In formations, some doing or'stunts.' somo advanced acronot drinking milk, 64 per cent have dinary
batics and others hard at 'combat
cent
24
substituted tea and coffee,
per
work,' which consists of darting upare "sharing the falmly diet"' which ward, tumbling downward, falling
may or may not include tea, coffee or sideways and apparently quito defying all the known laws of gravitation
milk in other foods.
in the supreme and constant effort to
that
seem
t" realize
Some mothers
keep 'on the other fellow's tail.'
"This flying center Is in a fine level
milk must be provided for thoir children at whatever cost, or Bactifice; stretch of country, both open fields
and
woodlands, divided into eight
others who can better afford to buy
flying fields. Fields, 1, 2, 3 and
not
its
understand
milk do
importance 4 are grouped together, with living
and let their children go without it.
quarters adjacent for all the pupils
The foreign born mothers, although whb aro being drilled in the first four
of flying. Those fourstages
their incomes are slightly lwer than stages
are definitely subdivided from the
mothnative
white
tho incomes of the
with the stationary engine to
ers, havo more generally than any tho stage when the pupil has mastered
the
of Tdinary straight ahead
art
other' group continued to buy milk.
Then come
flying with no 'frills.'
fields
and 6, also grouped togethei
(and with special living quarters
VIADUCT RKPAIRS X Kl.DKD.
alongside) where 'acrobatic flying" is
two distinct
being
There Is danger to" pedestrians who taught, in there
this intricate and
stages
use the Coal avenue viaduct owing to work. When the pupil hasdangerous
mastered
loose plunking and in ono or two the vurious flying 'stunts' spirals,
side
etc.
he
goes to field
slips,
places the absence of planking. The loops,
7 for ten days' hard training In bomhazard In daylight hours Is not great, bardment
and
flying drill. Then
but at night the holes In the bridge to field 8, the night
'combat field,' for serious
seo
to
combat
difficult
and may
floor are
work, which means learncause some person to fracture a leg. ing all the maneuvers that are used
the Hklllod
at the front.
A damage suit against the city would by "At another airmen some distance
point
I
be almost certain to follow such an
was
away
equally impressed with
both the work in progress and th
working plans of the so called 'all
This Improduction departments.'
A KOMMFR'S DRKAM.
portant center of activity, which is'
(The Sulker, France.)
course
now
of
of
in
several
typical
"I had a great dream last nlftht," construction, covers a tract of land
said the private as the last note of over six miles long by a mile and a
reveille died out.
half wide, where the construction,
'
"What was it?" asked the wagoner assembling, testing and repair of
as he drew on his sox.
American
will soon bo going
"I dreamed that we had finished our ahead full airplanes
tilt, on a scale never before
Job. of whipping tho Germans," re- known.
The work splits into four
turned the private, "and General main divisions, transportation,
producPershing: said. 'Sergeant, dismiss the tion, construction and supply. Great
-are
of
army." "
stretches
.woodland
being
J.
eon-troll-

ct

D

i
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the direction of the Biological survey
in tho statewide operations to eradicate prairie dogs is shown In a review
of- tho w"rk since April.
From that
dato 408,414 acres of infested lands in
and about agricultural areas had been
treated up to Juno 30 for tho purpose
of protecting and increasing the years
crops.
The effectiveness a fthe work is reflected in the fact that the percentage
of prairie dogs killed has averaged
above 90 per cent, and i nno instance
did it fall below 85 per cent. The
letters of gratitudo fr"m the farmers
themselves is perhaps the best guage.
They have been particularly quick to
rccognixe the good accomplished and
of
have beeri liberal In expressions
commendation and appreciation.
In addition td What hus already
been done work is under way on m"re
than 800,000 infested acres of pri
vately controlled range, livestock men:
performing the work under; the plan
and supervision of the Biological survey. Much additional work is in view
and it seems t" have been established
that if it is continued under the present organization tho troublesome and
costly prairie dog pest can bo
over the entire state within
three years.
Stockmen should be warned against
wholesale poisnning campaigns which
are not tinder the direct supervision of
the Biological men, trained in the
manner of procedure. There is danger
to stock and a great deal of the effectiveness of the enterprise is wasted
In "poison splattering."
The saving thnt the Biological survey has worked to tho state has been
of especial Importance this year when
the nation Is bending Its energeries
toward economy and the greatest posAs the work
sible food production.
continues tho proportionate loss will
grow constantly smaller and the increase in production greater.

Columbus, the Mexican population of th state openly boasted
of tWiut they intended to do. On
the Denver and Rio Grarhle railway trains between Alamosa,
Colo., and Santa Fe, the Mexicans
made the male populations hurrah for Villa and inflicted unprintable outrages upon the woman passengers.
At Ortiz, Colo., m May, "lOlfi,
an American named Porter, from
Denver, was murdered by Mexicans, who boasted that they would
have no gringos in Ortiz.
At Liimy, the railway station
for the state capital, the Mexicans boasted of what they were
going to du to tho Americans,
and the Americans moved.
As far north as Colorado newsas
papers speak of Americans
"foreigners." A state of treason
counof
in
our
this
exists
part
try. New Mexico confidently expects to arise and Join again the
mother country, taking its place
In the sun, among the children
of the sun.
awaits
The native population
the hour to strike. When some
German emissary furnishes the
money to some pirate in Mexico,
that hour will be at hand.
Kansas City, Mo.
HENRY WRAY.:

n
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following morning,
"The wiry littlo man in charge of
this important branch of the air service treats the many thousands under
him as If they, were all members of his
Immediate family. He has a very human side and this crops out in many
phases of his work. His 2,000 Chinese
laborers a small part of his total
fwrce
have a fine Chinese garden in
their quarter, with rustic bridges
summer
houses and flower beds
quaint
of rare design and beauty; his company quarters all have their flower
beds and special decorations; his idea
is that the many thousands under him
should be treated well and made as
as possible,
happy and comfortablo
the one thing he asks in return being
that they should give him a full measure of work. And they do. The principal object of this enterprise is to
supply the machines and the repairs
f"r the great flying school which I
have just described,
"At present the Immense 'intermediate section' looms largo in the general American plan. It may or may not
grow in importance as the war goes
on, for, as I have already indicated,
the further development of the great
has purls may yet rob it of some of
its originally contemplated functions;
1ut, Ivwevcr that may bo, it is now
one of the main pillars of the structure. It coni prises a wide variety of
enterprises all on a hugo scale, scattered at various points over a large
section of tho country, but skilfully
linked up ly rail, ono branch dovetailed inlo another, and all combining
for the quick handling of stores f"r an
army of millions.
"An 'organization chart,' showing
the activities centered under the commanding general of this great Intermediate section, though not quite sc
formidable, perhaps, reminds one of
a chart of tho
Whitehall district of
I.ond 'n. This commanding officer Is
responsible primarily for the main reserve stores and tho constant sending
forward of their dally supplies; but
in addition to that he has a large
measure of responsibility for the organization and control of great camps,
schools, base hospitals, rest areas, engineering and repair sh"ps, tank assembling plants, looomotive shops,
ordnance dumps and ordnance repair
shops, the principal
repository fot
'spare parts' of all machinery used in
the army, cold storage plants, oil and
petrol depots, forestry work and control of a g"od sized labor army, which
Includes many thousands of negroes,
Chinamen and German prisoners of
war.
"A round of this huge field of operations is both instructive and inspiring. At one point I went through
an enormous locomotive assembling
and repair works (housed in a great
modern factory building now ncaring
completion), built for the Americans,
under French supervision, by a Spanish firm; a huge oil and petrol supply
station, a 10.00D bed hospital and a
number of other highly important
branches of a central organization
which constitutes one of the real backbone sections of the service of supply.
At another point I went over great
railway yards to see tho rows upon
rows of steer structure warehouses
which are being built to hold supplies
for any army of a million men for
thirty days: an immense refrigerating
plant and countless other features, all
on the same prodigious scale.
,
.
"Calm, quiet, men are supervising it
all, watching it grow before their eyes.
When the telephones Jingle (and they
are never long in repose) there Is no
shouting, no excitement, just quiet,
firm replies 'to the questions put.
Thero is everywhere an air of suppressed energy rtther than exuberance or 'bustle.'
It is orderly
firmly guided by strong minds,
by capable men. America has put her
best executives into this, work and
they are rapidly "'making good,', as
s,

-

'

;

v'..

X

events of the very near future are
certain to prove.
"Further alongi the line I saw much
the same evidence of orderliness
with strength In the army bakeries, in the big central camouflage
plant, at the various advapred centers
from which the army supplies are rearranged for shifting to various railheads and thence to the soldiers at the
frmt. It all spells a complete knowledge in the part of every principal engaged of what Amerlct set out to do
when she entered this war and a full
determination to see that job through
to tho finish. This foundation work is
the work of Americans when they
emerge in strength Into tho larger
field of operations.
"If, as many believe, it is g"ing to
be necessary for the Americans to put
an army of three million into the field
to enable the allies to achieve a definite and conclusive military victory,
then the quick development of the full
American program is a matter of the
highest importance to the whole allied
cause. From every point of view the
results of the first year's work may be
set down as a glorious achievement, of
which Americans have every right to
be proud; the year's record is a monument to their zeal and their wonderful ability. It Is a record which promRead the Announcement of California's Famous Hotels
ises still greater things for the near
future. It spells the beginning of the
HEALTH, BEACH AND MOUNTAIN RESORTS AND SOLVE
LITERATURE AND FULL IN"THAT OUTING PROBLEM."
end, and points clearly to an overFORMATION BY WRITING DIRECT, OR AT
whelming victory for the allies.
"It seems to me that the more the
peoplo of France and Kngland and the Free Information Bureau at Office of The Morning Journal
United States know about this American work in France the better. If the
enemy, failing in his effort to deliver
n knockout blow by flinging against
FREE AUTO BUS FROM DEPOT
the allied lines the full force of his
eastern armies, released by the colTO POPULAR
lapse of Russia, next turns his efforts
to a concentrated peace offensive, as
doubtless he will, then surely a clear
kniwlcdgo of the nature and extent of
tho American achievement to date, of
th'e American plans and most of all an
understanding of the underlying determination to go the whole distance
and not stop till the right kind of
peace has been secured, will steel the
hearts of the war weary ones and
silence the traitors and pacifists
.( i;s?
J r. . :'l IV
H w
among us for good and all.
ANGELES
cotri-bine-

cleared, many miles of track aro being laid, great workshops, storehouses
and camps arc being built by huge
forces of busy men; wells are being
sunk, drainage systems are being installed, the cunip farm' is being seeded (including thirty acres of potatoes),
a pig and poultry farm has been
started and while I was there the new
camp band was rehearsing- for its first
performance in the official parade the

'

(From tlio Munich Post.)
Something very drastic must bo
done by tho government to put an
end to the exasperating food conditions prevailing at Llntlau and the
adjacent localities.
In these parts hundreds of male and
female Svrkers employed from ten
to twelve hours daily in the Reulin
and 7.fih factories are unable to obtain food for breakfast, while visitors
retaking tho euro at Had Schachen congale themselves to their heart's
tho
on
tent without even ration cards
finest victuals, besides sending a rich
booty in eggs, butter, cheese and so
forth to their families In Berlin.
In such circumstances it is hardly
a matter for surprise that tho local
working class population In incensed
not only
to a dangerous degree,
against the wealthy boarders and visitors, but also against the authorities,
who do not raise a finger to st"p this
scandalous state of affairs.
May the central government take
this well meant warning in time and
of tho
act before the exasperation
workers rises to boiling point.

d
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WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE

ORATES

iUV- - ABSOLUTELY
TIRE PROOF

n" C AFE

6 fWWlD f03 TBACnOlIEERS

IMPOS.SIBI.R
(Memphis Commercial Appeal.)
You could not persuade a man thai
a homely girl Is a good manicurist.

Ths irsot tmsorlanns of
ffand w tractor operators
competunf tractlonenri.
OFFERED YOUNO MEN
Largtit antf Most Reliable
In TrartiiHiesriiii and sap,
catalog.

the trtetor todny has eainftd rrsmsnilous 4s-anH repair men.
Hanchnra evirywhsrs want
NOW
BIU
PAY.
GREAT
OPPORTUNITY
In this saw trt.de.
Wtern America's Olde.t.
Trade School hat Inaugurated
special oourss
PERFECT YOU ss an expert.
Write (or
NATIONAL
AUTOMOTIVE
SCHOOL,
Frouere
at Eighth Street, Lot Angeles, Cetl,

OF YOl TH AXD MATURITY.
(Ernest Dimmet in the Atlantic
It

DAK

1

Monthly.)

the fashion nowadays to apeak
of a youth of 16 as if he were a child,
and of a man of 35 as if ho were yet
growing. The ancients had n such
ideas, and it has taken the lack of
seriousness of the past three or four
for a" Cool, Interesting and Inexpensive Vacation
,
generations to soread them as they
are. I often remember with pleasure
a reference of Guy Patin the charms
ing literary physician of the seventeenth century to a M. Lenglct, a
for good accommodations from (1.130 t day up. Breakfast 35c and 600 (Sun
man of 2(J, professor of rhetoric at
days 75c) Lunch 60c, Dinner 1 (Sundays $1.25).
the College d'Harcurt, rector of the
Tha STEWART on Geary Street, Just off Union Sqnare la close to everything
Paris university.
worth while. Municipal car line pasaca the door. Stewart Motor Bus meets
Guy Patin says a
man of 28, as he might have said a
ft
principal trains and steamers.
man of 46, there is not the least Intention of contrasting this man's yearn
with his high position. William Pitt
was not supposed, either, to be a crude
youth, and the French revolutionists OCCUPATION TAX IN
t
most of them men betvfceen 25 and
WAR REVENUE BILL
3B were never taxed with ImmaturIs

.SAffl FRANCISCO

.HOTEL STEWART

ity.
We think of all men who are hot
elderly as if they were young men,
liablo to the mistakes of young men,
and' this not infrequently leads them
to act as if they really were young
men. But most lads of 17 are clear
about their ethical code and who Is
there who has not gathered some experience and has not found that the
possibility of foregoing the cleanliness
of their souls is more unpleasant to
them! than to most of their seniors?
As a matter Of fact, we often find
that the same Paris haunts which are
so attractive to gray haired leisure,
leave young Frenchmen remorseful or
I have
never heard a
disgusted.
student, mention a Montmatre revue,
except with the contempt which its
stupidity and vulgar appeal deserve,
and I have more than once seen a
young man transformed into a man
by his first' contact with repulsive
--

artificialities.
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HOSNINS JOUKNSL SSSCIAl
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Aug. U
Special taxes.
of tei dollars a year on occupation or
profession, except the ,war industry
trades', farmers, teachers and ministers of the Rospel were written into the
18,000,000,000 war' revenue bill today
by the house ways and means committee. A similar tax was placed upon
any business with receipts of $2,000
a year or more, with a levy of 25
a year on wholesale houses with receipts- of J200.000 or more.
Newspapers), press associations and
periodicals were exempted from, the
proposed ton per "cent tax on the
amount paid for leased telograph
and telephone wires.
The committee put on n ten" pep
cent ta,x on retail sales) of jewelry
composed whpllyor partly of
-

Warrington,

a

BROADWAY at SEVENTH
The center ol shopping, business and theatrical district. Convenient to all c lines.
300 outside rooms with private bath. European plan. Rates (1.50 and up. Dining
room service retiaed and excellent. Free
Satst from Depot. Folder
WILLIAM R. FLOOD, Manager.
J. B. LANKERSH1M, Owner.
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Bisbee, Arhf., Aug. 13.

E

Pool halls,

restaurants, dance halls, theaters and
other places in which "crowds were
gathered were raided tonight in R's-band Us suburbs, by posses c.f citizens acting under instructions of the
Cochise county exemption loar3, nnd
more than 200 men between
agei
of 21 nnd 31 who were unable to produce registration cards taken ta the
Will Confer city hall. There they were luest'onci.
All but twenty-nin- e
were releasod.
ee
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.Director General
With Executives Relating to
Rental Contracts; Steel Re-

m.

I

n

Erie
Great Northern Ore Ctfs.
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs
Kennecott Copper
& Nashville

Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
Montana Power
New York Central
Northern Pacific

1S14
51

.

24
. 69 14
.
.
.

Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper.
Heading
Republic Iron & Steel..,

.

.
,

Southern

.
.

73
90
V

24
91
92 K
87
24
15

Tula

Ho.

Chicago, Aug. 13. Butter Market
unchanged.
Eggs Receipts 17,892 cases. Market unchanged.
Potatoes Higher.
30
Receipts
cars. Virginia barrels, $5.50; Minnesota Ohios, bulk, $2.302.35; same,
sackB, $2.45(2.50; New Jersey bulk
cobblers, $2.903.00; Kentucky name,
$2.80(a)2.90; Illinois Early Ohios, $2.25
2.35.

Poultry

Alive,

28!e; springs,

unsettled.

Fowls,

2929Hc

128
11 J

Chit-ag-

si

.

Cotton closed
57 to 87

firm at a net advance of
points.

o

livestock.

Chicago, Aug. 13. Cattle Receipts
12,000.
Native and western
steers
grading good or better, strong; others
slow. Beef cattle, 'good, choice and
prime, $17.25 ite 18.00; common and
medium, $10.00(8)17.25; butcher stock,
cows and heifers, $7.00 14.25;
a
and cuttersr$6.257.25; stockers
and feeders, good, choice and fancy,
$10.0013.00;. Inferior,, common and
veal calves,
medium, $7.5010.00;
good and choice, $16.50(917.25. - :
Hogs Receipts
20,000.
Market
lower
Top, $20.00; butchers. $19.00
f19.80; light, $19.3O2O.O0; packing,
$17.9018.85;
bulk,
$18.1519.75;
pigs, good and choice, $18.0018.50.
sheep Receipts 16,000. Fat lambs,
lOo
can-ner-

CHICAGO BOAKI OP TIIADK.
Chicago, "Aug.

13.

Announcement

that Buffald was Bhipping corn to Chicago and Peoria owing to high prices
at the two Illinois cities more than
offset today in the corn market here
the effect of continued hot weather.
Values closed weak at the same a
lower, with
yesterday's finish to
to 25c higher. Prime Idaho,
and OcSeptember 11.62 to $1.2
to $1.63. Oats lost $18.75; native Bheep steady; bids on
tober $1.63
o to
e. Provisions made range sheep lower.
'Uo to
'
gains of a shade t o20c.
Kansas City IJvestocV.
Reports of scattered rains in NeKansas f'itv. Auo- - n r.o,n
braska and Kansas tended also to give
tj
the bears an ndvantage in .the last ceipts 16.000. Market strong. Steers,
r, nohour of'the session. Previous to that $17.25 18.50; western, til On
time the market had showed decided cows, $5.50011.60: hnifera 11 u
strength an a result of further exces- 13.50; stockers and feeders, $7!s0i
sive heat and because of lack of ade- 16.50; bulls, $.009.60; calves, $6.00
12.00.
quate moisture. When unloading
Hogs Receints 0(10
was attempted on a large scale, hower.
ever, no aggressive support remained.
Bulk, $18.26 19.25; heavy, $19.00'
Oats averaged lower, even whert
"(S"t, f 1S.UVI19.15;
nigs '
corn was strong. Hedging was much $16.75017.75.
in evidence. Threshing reports indiSheep Recelots ' B.flOft. '
cated good yields except where steady. Ijtmbs, $15.00 17.75: year
lings, $11.00 15.00; wethers, $10.00
drought had brought damage.
The demand for provisions was not
14.50; ewes, $8.0013.00.
of an ureent sort.
Denver Livestock.
i
Closing prices:
Corn Sept., $1.62; Oct., $1.S14.
Denver, Aug. 13. Cattle Receipts
8
400.
Oats Sept,
Market strong to shade higher.
He: Oct,
Beef steers, $10.00016.00; cows and
Fork Sept., $44.45.
Lard Sept., $26.82; Oct., $26.72.
heifers, $7.50 10.00; stockers
and
.. Ribs Sept., $24.80; Oct., $24.92.
feeders, $7.6011.0O; calves, $10.00

lc
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Hogs Receipts 900. Market weak
jnunt!,!
to Be lower. Top, $19.46; bulk, $18.50
.,;.
New York, Aug. 13.. Mercantile pa19.00. ,
per, unchanged; sterling gft day bills,
Sheep Receipts none. Market
1.73 per cent; commercial 60 day bills
v
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SAKE-Oi0ri'Tro-
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MAMOB ES

bungalow,
porch, garage,

I

fII

modern,

The Star Furniture Co.
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TOMTOM

,

$3,250-5-roo-
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DENTISTS
room
fur light 1(JU SAI.K Team of horses and harness, UK. J, Ji. Kit. II P
(lul
North
go.ld
Twelfth.
condition,
cheap,
Oil West Silver.
KBNT-Furn- l.hca
Drntitl Nnrgeen
.. ..
FOH MAI.K Uooil gentle driving outfit. 2 Room 2
Barnett Building
Phone 744
Foil RKNT Three nicely furnlfdied rooms,
riitM, one douole,
one single. 4U1 NoriH
Ul Wniy.ns Stu.ll...
'
Appointments Made by Mall
mudirii, Jit). 00. 1011 North First.
Thlrteenlli. Phone Vti'J.
t
"
H. r. COrt
r"OR RENT Modern rurnirmeO "rooms; Do FOR SALE Two
good double seated carsirk: running water. U8tt Wsst Central.
Dentin
riages and one single buggy. Apply Jo
Rooms 5 Mellnl Building
FOR RKNT
Two newly furnished corner
tjewls at A. J. Rnchecht's store.
Male.
ro..m. tmth connecting.
North- Fourth.
pilTwlTrNS ANir"5lTni7rSiNnl
appearing b. .1, 7.
WNTISIJ-rir- at
"(Trimh"utv.
r'Orl kRENT Rooms ami
M. 'i'. Ml ItPIIY, ,M. It.
practically good us new. Reason for sellwaak, bath;
vvttii ia ix. Annate V. M. (;." A. Auiu' schuuL
no nick; over Golden Rule Store.
Prilrllce l.liniled lo Tul.eriuUmls Wright
ing remodeling home. Sir, West Lead.
Train for service...
KOlt RENT
room and FOR MALE N... 1 driving horse weight building; opposite pOMlofflce. office hours,
Newly furnished
WANTKit Errand buys
Jtlivtr p:.:k.
11)
2 to 3 p. m.
t.t 12 a. m-612
Phone, offloe
lo.'.o. one wagon sheet. One buggy pole.
sleeping porches; reasonable rates,
tttffa at tha Econumlst,
,
residence 397-.- I.
North Second.
One set double harm ss, light. Two set of J97-.
WANTED Jawn.-sImy
fur 'huiuewurk? FOR RENT Nice room, sleeping porch, all single harne.s, one heavy, one runabout 1)H. M?iTtOAKlCT U, "( AlWVVKItTiTir
One
Call at 314 Smith Sycamore.
modern conveniences. Finely located. Call with umbrella, very cheap.
dandy
Practice Limited, to Women' anil Cllll-dre- u'
spring wagon. One single cot, iron. 5u
DleettMe
WANTED Yuuna; mun" to Varn thi. Iiookt .il'i West Copper.
North
Second.
10
112,1 R. Oontrnl Phone Gil, Albuquerque. N.M.
g
binding trade. Apply Albright & Amlur- - !'( ; It X T Kuril! shed rooms and
"
aoofAiivT
apartments, all new and modern. .iOa
tOKKII
per gallon, Roufs under our car will IIK. 'MK.lf
215 North Heventh.
Practice l.liniled to t lilldren.
WANTED KxiMTlenwd mun fur mint h..us
to
from
We
on
can
year
Improve
year.
put
Office Rooms 1 and 2. Wright Hldf.
new roof that will last
work. Apply Bezek's Dairy. lua North. RIO ORANDB HOTEL Rooms and apartlong as the
Fourih and Gold.
ments, 519 West Central. Mr. Richard hullrilne Tha UannM
T,k,.M. i,rti xzr
Fourth.
West. Proprltress,
Hours 3 p m. to 6 p. m.
ill) South Walnut.
Vv'ANTKD
Office Phone Ml
8070.
Itrlght aKgresslve energetic man tstPKKrAT,6uMsIZ.lKTti
Phone
Residence
cTeaii 7oomT Eltllfi enrbon
for outside work. Flrst-cla- s
root parnv ana roof cement
remuneration
rates by day or week; over Woolworth'.
A. B. C, Jounritl.
last
flv
stop
Us
Dero
year.
leak;
319
West Central.
Mir.ceIlaneou.
FOR REN1
ready palat, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-laWANTED A Ford ttucsTdrivtr, must have
a
-FOR RENT Large airy room
sleeping mohair top and seat dresalng. Motor car finprevious experience. Apply by letter to
TP
HoTtBabTinerli
Jems
to
Spring.
suitable
for
cold
porch
ish,
water kalsomlne, and be nllsfled.
light housekeeping,
"Truck Driver," Journal.
B. Uarcla. Un! North Arno.
IC r.n. liKiulre 1J17 North First.
ThoiF. Keleher. 40 W. Central. Phone 410.
WANTED Teacher of manual
truinlng AMKUN'AN 1IOTKL, 603 2 West Central. FOR KALK
Ideal tneuler central location
Cooper-llewl- tl
UunpT" o tube FOlt RifiNT
and
mechanic. Rio Orande inhouse'
Opened under new management,
completely iqulpued rcudy f..r business,
125, Marsh plelure frame vise with
dustrial School, Hox 5!5 Clly.
iw,
4T,0. Apply Arthur F.verltt, Jeweler,
sent
keeping and sleeping rooms, rates reason12. Twelve
n
WANTED A nil. idle ageu man lo cook lor able. Phone 301.
Jug, . Ten
Albuouernlle.
Jugs, 35c each. Thirty-gallo- n
hot warw.i men, and work around ranch, steady
ter tank, IS.
In film developing tank,
work and good pay. Address Box 7, I.upton,
fttvara.
iFor Rent Rooms With Board.
13. Itanna A llnnna. Master
Arls.
Photographer.
liRKNT
Furnished
FOR
414
room.
W.t
tXntKNT iCoor wt(n iVMpRw'ruit''"
WA.vi 1.D-- Flrst-rlas- s
bookkeeper, perman-en- t
ver; no afek. no children.
hoard. 410 Knst Central.
position large corporation. State age,
FOR HAL
qualifications, and salary expected. Address Folt itKNT Desirable front room, no elck,
1(KNT---I'as- t
room with porch bourd.
ONB
or
care
Journal office.
"O,"
children. 7M West Hilver.
Cenirlfugal pump
private family. r,23 Mouth High.
15
NT"
witn
motor,
M
pressure
control.
B
"room
RN
N
(JOVE
EDS Hl0if ivUS R ICS "o t I'UR RENT
WltiTiee,illK
Furnished
FOR HUNT Rooms with sleeping porclle.
D. Weinman, care Economist.
Table board next door. 60U West
"Washingtoji. Examination everywin-r- e
lit
hot nnd cold water, 1st class table board.
Four-roo,
August. Experience unnecessary. Men and (lold,
Casa de Oro. (113 West Hold.
women
Z
desiring government positions write FOP. RUNT Large room furnished; modern
furnished
porch
FOlt iuwfJSleeplTig
KBNT-Three-rconveniences and heat for winter. 400
for free particular to J. 0. Leunavd, (termtable board. 101 South
room, flrst-cla- s
WANTED Miscellaneous.
Souih Stvenlh.
er Ci) Set flee Examiner.)
I'liS Kenoi
b
ISO.
Mr
Edith. Phone
FOR HUNT Large front room and sleepthree-rooBldg., Washington.
A.'i Kl)
nd hand bicicle. Jo; Houili
FOR RKNT Nice room and porch suitable
COVKKNMENT will hold Plvll Service Exing porch. 41(1 South Third, for gentleSeventh.
for two with board, rates JI.'.OO. Phone
In
aminations
Alhuouerue n .August, man; no Invalid. Prlvat fam,lly. Inuulre SP li'.TTiAL
B'Hi South Arno.
rare, made u. plculo and fishing tr,lH-W- .
"".in., clerks lo lie appointed nt Wastttiiu-ton- . Mrs. Tlllon Hog).
1 r.s.l-.r- .
Colt
pnrtle.
Lockhaet Ranch
Experience unnecessary. Men and wo- ius. ,v. II. ItKKn. of tn Arno.
n
where she
WANTKU
If you neeTcatrpoiite"r7"cair j7
KigntEiiMisv
desiring government clerkhip
has moved to 02 South
write
Two-rooH.
house for free particulars to It. K. Terry, (foin-e- r
ir,'J3-J- .
Is prepared to take- health seeker. Phone
Phone
Purling.
with sleeping porch, piano, water, garage
two-rooHUNT
Civil Service lOxaminerJ,
Foil
Furnished
317, Columbian
cottage. WANTKD
130.1 Sou Hi K.llth.
(lold fish tnnVt, not less than MSI
In. mire 1204 South K.llth.
Ttuildlng,
Washington.
ThiTconvale-cen- t
ESCCWDtDO
lhree gullons. K07 Hauth jO.lllh.
Kl, J.MtDlN
FOR RUNT New modern cottage
with
RKNT
FOR
Furnished
wllh
loom,
sleeping
Ftanc.
Ideal home, lie room with prlvat
AM
East
soon.""wnt"(ine
going
glassed sleeping porch completely furnleh-- i WANTKU
selling,mines
porch, lady preferred. 101 South Waller,
both. Also desirable double room vacant.
more yet. Box 3S7, Santa Fn, N. M.
competent
ru. tUK
saieswitinan.
f onth VViUte r. I'hun e 13S7-HKNT
1S01 West Central.
Large room witu aieeptu' WANTKD
Phon 111!.
Economist.
FOR 11KNT
To buy the best twelve hundred
er
Ideal
for
two.
Central.
Cast
porch;
tlast
all
For gneral houeework; no eood
ltifDT" NTKiKnHii-offexcellent room
Ontral car line, convenient to eanetor. WOMAN
horse sit year old. John Mann.
pound
fr.Tht
RKNT
FOR
Nice
room
ln
Ho
Address
largo airy
lums. Thaxton
the
2s, Albuquerque.
and
board.
Just
place to get atmn
Co., Third and Oold
A
)
n
W
To ivvttf! nn 4 to 10 neres
Till
with 'board,
J.17 South
24J9P-4- ;
prlvnie
free
family.
rate
For
transportation
Girl
phone
.WANTED
for houeework. Anr,l"vFOR RENT Furnished
1218-W- .
cottage! tnooVr,.
land; close in. call 312 South- - Hecond, Accommodation now available. Mm H. &
2
!07
STlaased Dorehna.
Wet Gold, upstairs, Htern Apt. Edith. Phono
lliilv.nl.u M- - i,
VA
NTKD
haiMl'oNkV'furaltareTin
Heeond
IOCNT
Themag
Modern newly furnished sleepPhone 381, mornings. Key 1024 East
NTED First cine trimmer. No other i'Oli and
good condition. Call Room
Combs
101,
light housekeeping rooms, with
need npply. William Millinery Store, 208 (r.is,ing also
sleeping
porches. CI 4 South Arno. Hotel.
WANTED Salesmen.
East
o1M2-R- .
Centra).
Phone
FOR RENT House In Highland.
'i'w- heafingtoves, iThrury WANTEIV PlPHt
r,., WANTlOl) A girl for cuiklng and bouse-work.
aittt k HuIi'Hrnan, II i.
da
room Etlinw.lrm,
t n ,1.. .
room
Intone
table, .dining
chulrs, rugs.
No washing and Ironing, ("all morn- General.
1538-J- .
sleeping porch; also garage. Call 120? Eat
ing 1107 Kent.
WANTED At once sccondT hand furniture
BUSINESS CHANCES.
FOR RENT Modern, completely furnished WANTED Bright young girl' io"learn the
FOR SALfc Lrrettock.
and kitchen utensil; also cook Move or
four-rooMillinery business;
experienced help.
bungalow with sleeping porches
2198-J.
Phone
range
FOR RKNT Two buildings at Seventh and
nth V,
Ideal location. lUfi South (War. H A frh..
tn
FOR BALK Two well broken now ponies.
Cenergl Avenue, Apply to J. Si. Elder,
WANTED
Doctor wishes to purchase loPhone 632.
vton.an tor general housework
Besemek'a Dairy. Phone 161.
gent.
MexIn
New
medicine
to
cation
practice
and cooking. Two adults, flood wages THE Rto'anAVDE'DCTtOC Hoo"co.7"of
General.
FOR SALE Hotel, seventeen well furnlahed
ico. Addres Doctor, core Journal.
and home. Call In person at 1121 East CenAlbuquerque The largest breeders of regrooms, centrally located, close to depot.
FOR RENT Five-roounfurnished house tral. Don't phone.
istered hogs In the southwest. Can supply HIOHEST CASH PTltrB PAID FOR JUNK Owner will sacrifice. See National InvestJUNK CO.. ment
THE HOUTHWEHTERX
with sleeping porch, whole house newly
you with herd boar
and young stuff at 114BTWEST
Co., 102 North Third.
LEAD. PHONB 111. Wl ALSO
moderate price. We can also supply you
papered and" painted, fine location. Phone
1296-- J.
.
WANTED ICierlenced Bpanlsh salesladies. with medicated crude oil for lice, at 50c per BVt OLD AUTOS.
MONET TO LOAN.
J. C. Penney Company.
men' mui boy'
gallon. Plain crude oil at 25c per gallon, WANTB)D-Second-?t- aua
oil furnished to alt pig club member free,
shoe
nd underwear, AIM trunk
clothe,
MONBT TO LOAN
On real estal eecurlty.
PERSONAL.
121(1
'
South Third.
office
nd suit cases. Call 111. Cbaoago leeona- ST West rlnM. Ctr iMlIt rn.. nMU 11.
hand store. 117 South Flrt.
MRU. H. U BURKE Y TAXI LIKE Phone
WANTlCD-,OoTgsrr;WANTED
y
FOR
sftion.
Iron lo to lo
npectai rate to parties.
CARPENTERING.
each. 100 ton scrap Iron. Pag from
u,v oai,(.-.iii'ii:- -n;home, 12,000. Term
In need of at practical
to
to
lb. Patrtotlo duty. fit. Itut
I
nurse.
718.
If
Phone
per
pays in per cent. Phone owner 6X0.
Junk Co.. 405 South First street. Phone 171
Clerical pns:;-- r.
ENEMY COMMANDERS
by young lady
FOR SA1.H In old Town,
adobe VVANTK1
renovated In samo or new
experienced In general office work. 8. M. MATTRKWKrf
house. Price 7r,0.0. P. O. Sox 36, Old
tick. Furniture repaired, upholstered and
M., Journal office.
N. M.
JTYPLWKITERS.
Albuquerque,
reflnlshed.
restretehed. Satisfaction
RETJREJR0M WEST FpR HALE Nice home, furnished and
WANTED
Position, Man and wife on ranch guaranteed. Spring
Albuituerque Mattres. Factory. TTPTC WRITERS All mage, overhauled and
chicken
Man
or
farm.
draft
&4.00O,
age.
half cash
beyond,
good paying DusineM,
1011 South Second. Phone 471.
repaired. Ribbon for every machine. Al
lY MOSNINO JOUll. SPECIAL LEASED WISE)
Ad.lnKS J. B., care Journal.
Bungalow, Journal offle.
Typwrlter Exchange. Pheoa) 114
WANTED To sell or trade for shoep or buquerque
Paris. Atnr. 13 atnva
nn n
Booth
11
FOR SALE OR RKNT My five-roomoda
Position
WANTED
cook
and
general
ranch property, one
farm, ha ffve
General von Mudra and General Lle-brec- ht ern home, with heating plant. Close in.
housewotlter. First class either Kottta Fe room modern bungalow, artesian well, lowho commanded GeJlman arm Bargain. W. A. T. Care Journal.
or Albuquerque. Addres L. W . Journal.
Incated at Huntington Beech. California.
ies in the offensive which began on FOB SALE Must be old. Bungalow five
Position by experienced office quire of M, L. Garcia, Box 434, Magdalena,
WANTED
rooms, two porches,, modern. Also four-rooN. M.
July 15 have been placed in the reman.
or
salesman
clerical
Bookkeeper,
cottage. All for 12,200. Call at 409 tine in store or office. Addres B, R
M.n, STAGE
tired list according to Bern newspaJournal WANTKP Careful kodak ftntahlnu by masEdith.
eall anywhere
v
any time.
Mrvica. Lv. Phon
ter photographer. Twlea daily
pers which have been revived here. North SALE
1 a.m.; ar. Mogollon I p.m.
10.1
Sliver
.
City
FOR
fl, tot, modern bungalow,
atlnfaottnii cuarfint-1Remember,
SALE
Lv. Mogollon 7 a.m.; nr. Silver City I p m.
FOR
state.
Real
House suitable for. boarders; lias
rented.
to
a
tabllstrtdl
firm.
reliable,
your finishing
ixenerai von Muara was In com- two screened
uto liverv In eouthwest.
Beit equipped
Hunn
Hnna mntfr Dhottirrirphora.
porchc. Box 5,. care Journal
mand of the German armies
BKNKTf MOTOM TRANSIT CO.
FOR SALVOR TRADE Near Osage, Okla
Out buildings.
the
Wives
'Taet. What hav ynu?
City, V. M.
Improved
Champagne front be
along
room house; four- room
FOR SALE. Automobiles.
Cllne. Osngc, Okie.
tween Prunay and Tahure. His attack FOR BALE Nine
bath room ort each' Roy
upstairs;
apartment
wa 'srepulsed. General Liebrecht was floor;- - hot water heatr bwn, shade tree FOR SALF, A fine ette for a chicken ranch FOR SALE Two-to- n
auto truck
eight
TIME CARDS.
not mentioned In dispatches telling of and garage. (,15 Ww Coal.
hou, sheds, t?plng pnreli, month old, ' best condition. 40? .Souih
LE
windmill and fruit tree. Fifteen acre two Sevenih. '
the fighting during July.'
FOR-SA(By OwneTPsix-rTjomodern and
one-ha- lf
mile out of town. Price !1,20 FOR SALE
brick (first ward), hardwood floor, two
Oakland "Sensible Six'' tourPhone 2433-FP. O. Box 18.
3,5O0.OO,
porches, basement. Price
ing car, or will trade for roadster. Dn
p. o. cash.
Attack Itatc Increases.
Box 213. City.
SALfal
Phone 1011.
two
will
$6,500.04
FOR
delightbuy
Washington. Aug. 13. Public serv
ful, modern mountain homes on the Peco
KALE OR RENT Modern furnished
FOR SALE 101S
Mitchell,
ice commissions of Washington. Ore FOR
house, S room and bath, large porches, river. Including 100 acre of land adjoining
electric lights and starter, In good rungon and Idaho today filed complaints cellar, garage an other outbuilding,
Dnr- - the Valley Ranch resort. Thl offer holds ning condition, good tire, bargain fjr 1223.
SANTA FE KIAI..
ATCHISON, TOPKKA
good only to Sept. 1st. For further partiwitn ine interstate commerce com- galn for quick sale, ais South High,
(02 North Edith.
WAX C4,
mission, attacking the lis per cent In- FOR SALE Cement block house flv room cular apply Dox IK. Valley Ranch, N. . FOR SALE A 1014 model
Westhonnd.
In
crease
freight and 10 per cent In
porchV cellar, cltjr water, corner
Claaa. ,
Paige car, latest equipments. Just over- No.
Arrive
TVparts.
crease in express rates as applying lot leeplng
WANTED Dwellings.
one block front car Una, handy tn -- hope
hauled, nt a bargain. Can be een at Sandia, I. The Scout
7:10 pm. S:30 pm.
to mm, vegetables, berries and fish 'tt.tle eeafrewrt 1 nee month. Call 1301
even miles n.nth of Los Luna. Addrea H. 3. California Limited ..11:45 am. 12:4B pm.
or ievrn-rooTo rent
WAXTET
South Aran Pnon ln-7. Fargo Fast
10:45 air). 11:11 am.
Lynghnlm. Ios Luna, H. M.
shipped from the northwest.
ttnrtfc of Ctmtrat ava-nhmifte In lowiind
1:31 am. 2:30 am.
residence In HighFOR SALE
FOR SALE A prize for some one7Beoutirul 9. Tha Navajo
b fiirnac
have
Mint
garage
hati,J
11)18 Mitchell
SAnthnoBntl,
lands. Worth JL0t, and (1 pa will swing
car, nearly new. a nnp
ncrital Offico Is Rolilted.
tjn1 rn) fnr nnr nuim than 150 nr month. Cash. 11.200; term.
Rl
SOI,
Paso
. "
....
reamount
the
house
be
will
11,250.
Express
The
win
It
10:15pm.
rent for will uft'.,f
East Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 13. A It
Mr l. p rinrk.
Norm
SOT.
4
El Paso Express ...
2S each week till
11:45 ant.
duced
on
old.
Act
Balance
ment
monthly
a
pay
pay
Phone
quickly,
sneak thief entered the dental office 1237-Eaktbonad. .. ....
Addres P. O. Bo 44S. nit.
phone KM Second week August IS to 2.
of Dr. P. E. Olney Sunday afternoon
CHIROPODIST.
10. The Scout
7:35 am. 1:011 am.
and stole $150 worth of gold and
The Nnvajiv
:0tt pm. t :40 pm.
PASTURAGE.
WANTED
Rooms.
4- CttRNrt and t'slltutses removed without pain.
other articles. Dr. Olney, who was in
,
California Limited
7:00 pnt,
,..:0pm.
Ingrown- nails cured. Arch supports made
a rear room", heard the man and gave FOR KENT 7(1 cre go.id
I. Santa Fe Eight
115
pm. 10:24 pm.
1
room wit sleeping porch
Two
WANTED
to
feet.
(to
think
have
fit
pasture;
Why
per
you
you
yeuf
.
chase, but the intruder escaped.
South.
He
month. Dolde's Ranch, 4 mile
for ll&lil housekeeping, lue (u. Address Itl. Kansas CRyFrom
ouia of rheumatism when it Is broken arches, o.
and. Chicago
has not been caught,
an.
Iowa. fUoat 1S2I.
101 1 Wsst Ceniral, l'hon
car Juuinal.
4,
.

found- :-

l'OK

RKNT

1'Mnilar.ed

houiii'k.fi.-plntf-

u

'.

ei

rtt,

n'

f6r8aTe

t,A.nj

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

...124

NEW YORK COTTON.
New York, Aug. 13.

St.

3.1

........

Pacific
Southern Railway
Texas Company
Union Pacific
IT. g. Industrial Alcohol
United States Steel
Utah Copper

East

$S.458.65.

ir

us wkst ;oi,o.
lnnfnlfoiSlllVlW
Valley ranches are our long suit!
Have a large Clarke Jewel Gas
VS U U
I
WW I
IHl
LJUUC ,VSiJO
WZ III
If you want to buy land It will pay I
Fourth
Range with high oven. Price $15,
you to see us. We have several close
worth $45 new. In the market for
For Sal
stucco, bath, etc.,
in farms now that can be bought;
A
modern
brick
with
large
Second Hand Goods.
cement walks and coping, also
porch,, corner lot, only five worth the money.
Oip.toti!alle
adobe, all on lot 70x142; sleeping
rilOXK 409.
blocks from postofficp.
owner has
Third ward.
& CO.
left town and has put the price
rooms and bath, large glazed
Four
$1,S()0
frame, modern, glassed- down to $2,20.. If you want a nice
F1KE IN8CKANCK AGENTS
-in
and screened sleeping porch. Four
porch, shade, good outbuild- little home
at ' a bargain, you had
Third and Gold
ings. West Lead avenue.
blocks from West Central. Close
better look at this one. See
JACOB SANDLER,
.
stucco
In. Some cash and $18 per month
bungalow
.
400 Vi:ST CENTRAL
Bleeping porch, garage, University
IL
will handle. It will pay you to
Heights.
Best Shoe Hospital Cat's Taw
REAL
ESTATTC,
Owner
$4,750
FIRE
town,
Investigate.
INSURANCE
leaving
cement block
and I. T. S. French Heels at
and shingle residence, hardwood
LOANS.
New
and will sacrifice. See National
tJrick, good porches,
same prices cheap heels Free
216 West Gold. built-i- n
floors, hot air furnace, corner lot Phone 1B
features, basement, furnace, Investment Co., 102 North Third.
Delivery.
good location, Fourth ward.
gurage, trees, for only 9 3,700. Good
$2,300.
shingle
bungalow,
terms.
modern, bullt-l- n features, hardwood
It. McCM'GHAN
floors,
glussed
210 West Gold
sleeping
l'lione 907
porch,
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
Mlacenaneout.
garage; 4t.h. ward.
Insurance, l4aiii, Notary i'utiUo
Open for Agency
mti
FOR PA I. K Auto tent
A IHIKNKVi
A. FLESgCISEM
with Old Line Life InCoNt l:'!.. Phone (!.'.
JOHN W. WILSON
SA !.!;
loi
Full
surance Company. Address
hui
ncMs
se,
und
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans
REJN1
buggy.
Rooms.
FOR
Attorney
(Muim. Mann, Old Albu.iuerque.
111 South Fourth Street.
Room H, 17 and IS.
Cromwelt Building
BOX 321, JOURNAL.
FOR S A US Two 11." P giisollne engine. Pert
1172.
Phone
NortU- feet comlliion. P. O. jtox , t'lty.
$2,500
sleeping
ward.
$2,500

l?;.'?''

CHICAGO l'HODUCK.

98
115
100
28

. .

.'.

unchanged.
Epelter Firm.

livery, spot

92

.

rar.

n

These will be Investigated furtli.
Notices will be posted by all of the
mining companies of this district'
Tuesday, according to County Recordtrieves Earlier Loss,
er R. Ti. Krebs, specifying that any
man within the draft age prwenting
himself for employment fuust exhibit
IV MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WISE
New York, Aug. 13. Representa- his card In order to obtain work. Men
tive railroad issues established a basis not possessing cards not alone will be
for the strength and breadth of to- refused work but will be reported, to
FOR RENT Apartments.
day's stock market, advancing in In- the
in order that it may
stances to highest prices of the year. takecounty board
FOU
action, Krebs said.
apartment,. Elms
Doubtless accelerated by the
anFl rum ana 'j ijeras.
The smelters at Douglas' also will
nouncement that Director General
R KENT Two and IhWraom
apart :
McAdoo is to confer with railroad display similar notices. Krebs today
iMPlng room
Hlrhlud
executives and stockholders tomornotified all stores In the district that Housi.
row in expectation of adjusting the their male clerks within the draft FOR KENT Tlrree or rur rem
furnished
controversy arising from the prelimi- age either must work at some pro- -- ,..,. ...nil,, jriuHern; zimt mIK:lc, Houlh Hlxtll.
nary form of rental contracts.
ductive occupation or join the army.
Buying of a substantial character
FOR RENT Office Room.
was witnessed In dividend
paying
rails and coalers.
20 COUNTY AGENTS AT
run it dips T Offices In suit, or slual..
United States Steel managed to reupptalrs.
stnrp
LAS CRUCES MEETJNG KOK .KENToyert Woolwnrth's
trieve its 1 Va point, setback but canfront
connMtlnT" offlus
celled half its rally In the general
rooms nvnr Onlden Rule Stora.
ISV MORNINC JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASES
realizing of the last hours. Rails also
WIRE
eased fractionally.
FOR REN1 Dwellings.
Las Cruces, N. M., Aug. 13. A
Tobaccos, some of the paper stocks meeting of the New Mexico county
North.
nnd minor specialties were one to two agents was held here yesterday, which
points higher at their best. Motors was attended by twenty
from
reflected the influence of latest fed the different counties ofagents
the state.
'
inquire 1300
eral regulations.
Sales amounted to Addresses were delivered (luring the North So.wi
385,000 ehares.
conference by H. H. Hening, editor of FOR RENT Bungalow, thr'eTrrTnd
Rates on Italy hardened some forty the Albuquerque Herald: Dr.
whilo
points,
Spanish exchange Crile of the A. and M. college; S.' K. ... . . . ..... o Miirm f irst
rir . nt"i.a t,
or Ainuquercjue and S. K. Cook
slumped.
rurmxned house, two rooms
riper
Hon ds, foreign and domestic, yield- of
Arizona.
sleeping porch, nice yard and out buUd
lngs.lnqulrH13oi) Nrth Second
ed a trifle after an early manifestaFOR HKtNT- -A
tion of strengths. Sales, par value',
f
Ti cottngeT
newly and nicely furnished, glassed-iaggregated .5,775,000. Old United .on banks. 4.72 npV rent cnrnmAppf-t- l
front
porch,
and
side
States bonds were unaltered on call.
porches, shade. 82.1
(10 day bills, 4.72
jjcr cent; demand, North Eleventh. Quiet action
desired
Cloning prices:
caotes,
io;
ft.
lit
8
American Hcet Sugar
liar
silver
and
unMexican
dollars
.
.
.
Highlands.
.
47
American Can
American Smelting & Refining 84SJ changed.
room.
IIS South
Call money Strong and unchanged. FOB SENT Furnished
American Tel. & Tel
92
waiter. Phone JOJ.
Time loans Strong and unchanged.
18
American Zinc
il . . .
'OR RKNT Furntehea
o.roomeoago"
Anaconda Copper
w
I6,5
1
lt!pl"' PWch. 10 South Walter.
85
Atchison
KANSAS CITY I'llODUCli
FOlt KENT
h.ojse"Two
glaased
Baltimore & Ohio
BS'i
Phone 1B2-- J
'JZllr:'
Kunsas City, Aug. 13. Butter and rOR
Bntte & Superior
25
fornlehed
cottage."
California Petroleum
eggs uncnangea.
, . . 18
Inquire I7 Bouth Broadway. Phone a84-- j.
Canadian Pacific
Poultry Hens, 25c; roosters," 1 8 c FOR RENT Nicely furnished
,155
48
Chicago, Mil. & St, Taul.
springs, 2Cc; broilers, 28c.
cottage,
paid. Phone 21a-- J
Chlno Copper
39
FOR RKNT FurnlsheTr
NKW YOKK METAIt.
Colorado Fuel & Iron...
474
cottage, batlr. sleeping porch,
garage
6
Crucible Steel
I.10.00. 010 South Kilith.
New York, Aug. 13. Lead MarKct FOR RENT
29
Cuba Cane Sugar
furnished
A.-I-
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.Pfj
CENTRAL

S18 WEST

AVE,

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners
ABSOLUTELY
515.

.

GUARANTEED.
.
ALBUQUERQUE,

lies

COMMISSION
l

HEARS

'Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
PHONE

HOUSE

OF

SANITARY CORPS

U, S.

WARD'S

STORE

till

year.

Come

iu-uiaii-

soi-th- e

'

G -- 4 7018.

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROTiEST JONES

HOMER

H. WARD
815 Marble Avenue.

Walter.

Coot and South

I'bone

Phones

fJL YRIC

678

THEATER
'
TODAY ONLY
j--

"THE WINNING OF BEATRICE"
A

WOMANLY WOMAN

IN FIVE REELS.

TOMORROW
"A SOI L IX TRUST" IN SEVEN REELS. STARRING

BELLE BENNETT.
Lima
Beans,
Esg
Cucumbers,
Sqtiush,
Sweet Com, Celery, Mangos.
JVaches, pears, concord and
white grapes,
native plums,
Green

cantaloupes, watermelons.
Sweetbread and calves' liver.

Matteuccl, PaHadino&Go.
GROCERIES AND MEATS
W. Tljerus. Phones 495-40- 8

COl

I Strong Brothers f
Undertakers

PROMPT SERVICE.

PHONE

x

STRONG BLK., COPPER X

LOCAL

ITEMS

cording to word received here yesterday.
J. H. McTeer. the New Mexico general agent for the Missouri Life Insurance company of St. Louis, Mo.,
has returned to the city after a business trip to the home office of his
company.
John Scruggs, student of the University of New Mexico last year, who
was working at San Marclai, was in
He left last
Albuquerque yesterday.
nifcht for Pueblo, Colo., to accept a
iron
company.
position with a fuel and
K. M. Elkin of Kansas City, who if.
connected with the division of enforcement of the food administration,
is in Albu(iueniue and the surrounding territory, where he will conduct
an audit and Investigation of the grist
mills.
Dr. and Mrs. E. Munson and family,
J. O. Sexson and his sister. Miss Hassle Sexson, all of Phoenix. Ariz., spent
some time in Albunuerque yesterday
en route to their home from Estes
Park, Colo., where they attended a
v i n a. conference.
a,, investigation of the case of
Tnv,
( l as Cruces. N. M.. In
ti m
....nnontinn with the flour and sugar
rules of the food administration, was
held in the food administration offices
After a brief consultation
yesterday.
the formal hearing was postponed.
Miss Mary David, who has been in
past few
southern California the
months during the time her brother,
ui..Vint-rnavtri wiiR in the navy, has
to the city and will remain
returned
v,
Htchnrd has been
ir.rtofinitt.lv
transferred to an eastern navy yard
Mrs. P. T. Howie oi mi raso
hire last niuht with Miss Marto
Dallas, Tex.,
garet Hutchinson ofworn
tor tne joint
begin the publicity
is to be
campaign for funds which
M.
C. A, and
Y.
by the
Y. W. C. Mrs. Bowie Is registered at
the Alvarado hotel.
Your car arrives today tne new
Studebaker the ideal car. See C. M.
H n. r t c i
Mrs. J. G. Gould, supervisor of the
gauze rooms at Red Cross headquarters, has issued a special call forShe
to work.
large number of women
has an allotmen of 6.500 pieces of
work which must reach Denver by
declares
every
1. and
September
woman who can work is needed.
of
the
committee
The travelers' aid
Y M. C. A. will meet in the Y. W. C.
residence at 5:30 o'clock this afternoon. At 4:30 o'clock the educational committee will meet at She
Mrs. J. G. Gould te
same
place.
committee
chairman of the former of
the lat- and Miss Margaret Savage
i

Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafu.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273.
New Stiidehakers
arrive today.
Watch for them. See C. M. Harl-er.T. Porter Jones of Santa Fe was in
.

Albuquerque yesterday.
L, T. Delaney and two sons, Francis and Paul, have gone to Hotlgetite
for a camping trip.
Dr. and Mrs. P. fl. Cornish returned
last night from a three weeks' vacation in Colorado.
Mrs. Charles Klssam, assistant city
a two
Clerk, has returned from
weeks vacation at San Marcial.
The Missionary society of the Congregational church will meet at 8
o'clock tonight in the church study.
Attorney General Harry L. Patton,
who spent Monday and Tuesday here,
returned to his home in Santa Fe last
night.
A regular meeting of the Woman's
.Belief
Corps will be held at 2:30
o'clock this afternoon in the I. O. O.
F. hall.
A Red Cross benefit picnic and wild
at Tom
west show will be given
Phelan's grove, six miles south of
town, Sunday.
Albuquerque Camp No. 13.303, M.
W. A., will meet In the I. O. O. F. hall
tonight. Very Important business will
be transacted.
Mrs. Frank Harris, who underwent
an operation at the Presbyterian hospital several days ago, was removed
to her home yesterday.
The Hoyal Neighbors of America
will meet at 7:30 o'clock tonight. A
large attendance is desired as officers
will be elected to fill vacancies.
The Liberty chorus will meet at the
band stand at the park tonight. Every
one Who can play an instrument or
sing is invited to come to the meeting.
P. M. Leakou. proprietor of the
Pullman cafe, returned yesterday
from Mafrtalena, where he attended
He reports an enjoyable
the round-up- .
time.
Studebaker '19 series, the car with
the golden chassis, being unloaded today. See C. M. Barber.
Fred Aland has received a letter
from his son, 'Arthur Aland, who Is
stationed at Camp Cody, stating that
he has been promoted to the rank of
corporal.
A window of the Bachechl Mercantile company's store, was smashed
late Monday night. Three
The
were taken from the window.
police are in search of the thief.
E. O. Fuhrmeyer, sales manager for
Motor company,
the Weaver-Porte- r
left last night on the limited for east-r- n
cities. While away he will visit
his mother and sister in Cleveland, O.
Ira V. Boldt. son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Boldt of this city, who is stationed at Camp Cody, N. M.. has been
promoted to second lieutenant, ac-

HAULS ANYTHING
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-

Normand
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-

n:;

Kiiv-lin-

The story of a girl
who found a fortune in
a Lathing suit.
The girl who never
disappoints.
ALSO

heartily

granted.

,1,500 PATIENTS

IN

FORT BAYARD REPORT

,

,

OF OFFICERS SHOW

i

A recent communication
from MaJ.
R. C. Kirkwood, M. R. C, chief medical service at the United States army
for tuberculosis, Fort
general hospital
Havtnd K vt . indicates that that In
stitution has not only increased enor
mously ot late out is growuiB
In number of patients and equipment.
There are close to 1.500 patients in
the institution at this date and more
Major
are being sent continually.
Klrkwood's staff consists of upward of
enlisted
e
350
twenty-fivdoctors, with
men employed in the medical departfemale nurses, A
and
seventy
ment,

u,,j

N. C.

'
Is known from

IT

Store, O. A. Matson

St

Co.. Grliushaw

-

No.

1SS1--

j

Events"
"Weekly
the World.

ANTED.
PARTNER
an Interest
to
take
man
a
I want
in and charge of a well established
and growing Motor Truck business.

See

C. M. BARBER.
215 West Gold

Wtl.MAMS

B. M.

Dentist
Room 1 and 2. Whiting Buildln
I'tioim No. S84.
Corner Second and Cola.
HAULING BY TONS
Is Motorized by Henry's Delivery.
Phone 039.

Four suits

r

,

FOR RENT
new bungalow.
large basement.
ments. Close in.
pn- Meyer, 701
,

Furnished

five-roo-

G)ll88.
CO,
LTTMBER
423 N. Urat.

ALBUQUERQUE
rhono 481.

WANTED
I.XI'inUI.NCFD LAUNDRY C.1UL
Apply nt the Imperial Laundry.

g"

SHEEP RANGE

;I

Also

Co,

WANTED.
WAITUt

m

At

Once

OR WAITRESS

several

1

Cafe.

Angeles

IjOS

1

FOR LEASE

thousand liead H
breeding
Rambouillet
yunK
1
very cheap, g
sale
Kwes for
I These Kwes are among finest M
instate. Will shear ten pounds B

r

Sleeping porch and
All modem improve-

J

Inquire of Mr.
Phone
Io-no- hl

Wm. Staley & Co,

S

1

West Copper.

Pay your

"Two-Bit- "

BOOKKEEPER

Red Cross dues. This is
a duty you should not
neglect.
FOR FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

CAN FURNISH

enter-tainme- nt

ill

A

GOOD

to enlist In the
British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned.
AH persons wishing

HOUSE,

I

,F.

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

ON FARM.:

TO WORK

A. HUBBELL

British Canadian Recruiting

CO.

MIshIou

Special Sale

George Roslington
Officer

New Fall Dresses

Resident

in Finest Satins and Silks.
Latest Models. Values to
$33.00.
THE PRICE

A NUMBER

OF

FARM LABORERS
Want positions on farms
hands.
are experienced

$19.75

ployers
see the

THE

men

needing

some
.,

USED CAR SALE i

Em-

should
'

One

OFFICE

SEE THE WINDOWS

I

The Real Hoover Candy I
cuocotate bnop chocolates

:

GRIMSHAWS

SALESMAN
KXPF.ItIF.NCED
and Mtockkecpcr for Cotton goods

:

li

AUTO SERVICE
TO

nn--

on long or short term lease.
Im Btaiey & Co., second ana
Ave.

JEMEZ
HOT SPRINGS
Gallop Lump
Cerruloa Lump
'

ROUND TRIPr $20.
Notify Undersigned.
CHAS. H. CLAY,
Jemez Hot Springs, N. M.
WWW

W WWWW

W

IWTC BAT.I3
1
...M

'

Overland

.

Touring,

$275
One Overland Roadster. .. .$150
One Overland
touring (in excellent con- - f
$800
dltion) almost new.
i
One Overland Touring,
,

$2."0

.$150
One Dort, Touring
One Overland Light Touring.
. .$100
; One Wyllis-KnlgTouring,
(an excellent
.$1250
buy)
'
BARGAINS
AMONG
MANY
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER
ht

THE ECONOMIST
GRA7.INO T.AVn

I

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

S1S-51-

Hahn Coal Co.
PHONE

1

''

CO.

D

Phono 710.

W. Central.

5

:

Gallnp Stove
Cerrlllo Btova

'

ALL SIZES; STEAM. COAL.
. ANTHRACITE,
Coke, MUI Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Woo, Natlw Kindling, Lima.
'

X
'

...........

i

Second and Central

department.

Over the List Ton W
Find Just What You Want.

jLook

,

Farm Labor Agent
MORNING JOURNAL

GOLDEN RULE
Dry Goods Company

.

Ar-no-

l

J

Fl

""""',

1--

Rcplttce Timt Rrokeu Window

1040.

made of exquisite Ratten-- ,
bed cover,
,
,i
ntiretv hand made.The woman told officials of the organIrjitlon that she nad no mwj
but that ahe wished to help in any way
possible.
As a result of the generous gift, the
artiRed Cross has this very valuable The
cle, which Is to be auctionedof Rob-.- ..
cover is displayed In a window
if will remain
store, wn.c
enwaios
,
n.irlna' that time seal
ed bids will be 'received, nut the organ
ization reserves the ranl ,u
hbls wlll'he receh'ed.by Mrs.
Sixth
George Wheeler, 1001 Isorth

,

io

rrr:

".

$1

$1.25.

pressed

Let Us Send a Man

Con- Ilawklnn, Skinner, Champion,
dozen.
5c
.lose
Market;
Son
and
roy

THEATER
FOR RENT-IDE- AL
Fully equipped and ready for busApply
iness: immediate possession.
Kverllt. Jeweler.

SUITS CLEANED,

'

GENTRY'S EGGS

YOUR

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning
Delivery. Phone BO.

-

Wonder Feature.

Five-Pa- rt

oom-.nltu--

other sources of
an example of the government'?
mothnri in hnndllnir men who are
of
suffering from tuberculosis,, and are
of Silver City
Pablo Sanchez, 1115 South Second the way the topeople
Retheir opportunity.
responding
,,v,
street, the messenger boy wno sunrieu
cently, a boy was sent home became
several fractured ribs when an autonot
was
was
he
going to live long, and the
"
mobile collided with the bicycle he
was reported government not only pays all expense
riding several days ago,
la sendcondition
his
of
because
L,
but
K.
last
night.
to be doing favorably
a captain, medical reserve corps,
Hanks, who was driving the auto, will aing
medical aeparimem. mm
'
'
sergeant,
'
this
morning
court
in
..
police
appear
nurse with him, as attend- street.
to answer to a charge of reckless an army
all at government expense.
ants,
UNDER
driving.
The women of Silver yjny huvu DEMONSTRATIONS
Instead of the usual prayer meetthay timD onorfTV find UlOtor
the ordinance
ing on Wednesday night
WAY AT HOOVER KIlUHtw
at cars at the disposal or tne convalesof baptism will be administered
are to be seen driving
the First Baptist, church, South Broad- cents and
suh- .
,
of
t Vio- use
country wiin a
Thursday about the surrounding are
. ,
Lead avenue.
A oemotisiraLiuii
way and
recovering,
by auto- car full of men who
In quick bread was
ye";
stitutes
morning a party will leave
a spendld auxiliary
In the Hoove
mobile for Mountainalr to attend tna thereby forming
terday afternoon
to the work of the government.
or
association
district
kitchen by Miss jram;o
was the Initial lesson to the team
churches. The party will return neie
PLANS NEARLY COMPLETE who are to serve on the Hoover
.Saturday.
A canning demonstration will be given
o'clock today
FOR SHRINE CEREMONIAL at the kitchen at
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
u
" '
by Miss Lathrop for ins anernoo,,
On Thursday
a ht.a
public,
.
of
order
.'
i.mni
riaiin
;l';
Titers.
""
Miss M. Louise
2:30 o clock Mrs. won
services for Miss M. Louise Shrlners, hae almost completed plans O A. Matson will demonstrate qui. K
Funeral
here
m..
x,,hn rfio.i ot tho home of her for the ceremonial to be held
This will also be open to i.
will August 22. The ceremonial is to be breads.
"
niece, Mrs. William K. Mauger,
..
public.
o
clock
3
rtue
scotusn
for
at
given especially
be held in the residence
Amerd-in- g sons at Santa Fe and also soldiers at
Carl
Rev.
The
this afternoon.
that be PHYSICIAN REQEIVES
will officiate. Burial wilt be w.111n Camp Cody. It Is expected
tween fifty and seventy-liv- e
Fairview cemetery. C. T. French
COMMISSION IN ARMY
be
will
The
i
initiated.
be
will
The nallfcearers
i.o
hr
T.
t,
E.
of
consists
committee
C.
James
W.
Raabe,
H P. Raabe,
E. Amerdig, F. O. Losey and J. Chase, chairman; C. M, Barber and
Dr. Morton McCa'hUl received word
Russell Mead.
Bateman.
last night that , he had been recomstart
will
.The day's proceedings
mended for a commission in the medwith a business meeting of all Shrin-er- s ical reserve corps of the United States
fut. 1 1V1.
The
In
T
10
Fool.
the
o'clock
at
morning.
Carl
for
he would oe
it., n.pn
at 1 army. The mesuago saidsoon
proper will begin dance
after tne
28 years old, who died at his home ceremonial
to
active
duty
assigned
Dr.
he held In the o'clock in the afternoon, ;Th
i.nn Mniinv
of his, acceptance.
receipt
8
at
will
begin early,
WonnV. .hnnol nt 7 o'clock tonight In the evening
said h! would send his acne
u,u,cr
auow
of
to
in
order
o'clock,
general toThe Rev. C. O. Beckman, pastor
Cn.it tn nlov the dance ceptance to the adjutant
at toil
the Lead Avenue Methodist church,
examination
He
took
the
day.
south
and leave in time to catch the
will officiate.
X. M.' amonth ago.
Bayard,
no
parage
bound train. There will be;
aa in former ceremonials.
Hurry T. Dif fey.
Royal Neighbor - Moderndied
80
Harold T. Dif'fey,
years old, 2:4
this evenat
avenue
"SHOP
Woodman
on
Iron
home
SHOE
his
at
, dance,,
IC
o'clock yesterday morning. He is suruoo re-bw- s'
14,
ing,
August
vived by his mother, Mrs. Laura 'A.
, PKLIVEBY
AND
CALL
musicians.
HIKE
tho
hall.
Diffey. Strong Brothers prepared
BATCH'H OLD OTA WD
bodv for burial. The mother accomcents.
25
Admission,''
panied the body last night to Hrlnkley,
Ark., their former home, last night.
Bryant's Delivery
HOUSE ROOMS
BITTNER
FOR QUICK SKRVICB
Wtwt and Kddte borne. Trtmble i
9
81
8oHttI
MR. Vlvn UU
Pttoa sot,
to, Wt Ooyuor.
Red Vara,
.
It

The Honor of His House

or Mrs. XI, B. Ferguson, or by phoninge.
the chairman of the Membership

CLUB TO AUCTION
COVER
HANDS0MEJ-AC- E

tm.

m

a,

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS

Ri

:

nno v.f Athunueraue's
(t
ivt:tciiiij
trlotlc women donated to the
club" of the Red Cross, a nam,

T5

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Persona who wiau w renew or take
Cross
oat memberships in the
can do so by calling at Strong's Book
s

parts of
...

endings

ONLY

;

a missionary

.

c

LAST TIME TODAY

"Solitude," caprice.
numbers: (a) Johnny
Requested
Get Your Gun," (b) "When jonnny
Comes Marching Home Again.
"Evening Thoughts," serenade.
"Salute to Alexander," march..
"Star Spangled Banner."

iirVi,
.......

New Mexico. All memnerR,.
church and frienos ot
vited to the social.

10:00

'JlJL

THEATE

Banner."

rrwokhembesof'the
S'lah diss, will take an actwe
the entertainment

880.

5c

-L1:1
rmilVU THURSDAY

6 to 11

v

I

.

In

2..10, 4:00, 5:30, 7:00,

Wm. S. Hart in "THE GUN FIGHTER"

.

.

l:0,

two-ste-

meeting
Following the:.1 missionary
i
krch tnnleht.
v..t
nt the uongregunuum
be given
a farcwelli socia.1 will
hn orrivpfl IflSl
M1B7
"J'v" rwS;
- she was
irum icw
faking an advanced course in ml U..
v . aiT work at a x.
Miss Fox will leave tonio,
or Friday for Sanlranc.

XwvjsSi

iiiTtoT

X

rX-

SC.hOOl.

VENUS MODEL;
Coldwyn Pictures1

tTmE OF SHOWS

The nrosram for the free municipal
band concert, which will be held, in
o'clock tonight,
Robinson park ut
as announced by Professor Fred K.
follows:
as
is
Ellis,
"The Marseillaise."
"American (Victory." march.
"Jewell's Triumphal,"
cornet solo
Genevieve,"
"Sweet
(Andres Moya).
"Moonlight on the Hudson, waltzes.
Patriotic medley, (a)Ts "Hail to the
There, (c)
"Our Flas
Chief,"-(b- )
Koh'nd."
J, It? U1I t Toft
chorus and eoniinnnitv
Liberty
"'
(b)
singing, (a) "America,
ici
Hvmn of the Republic,
"Garibaldi
White and Blue," (d)
Hymn," Italian, (e) "Star Spangled

WOMAN WILL BECOME
FOREIGN MISSIONARY;
TO BE GIVEN SOCIAL

"avrJ

TUC

;

KEY-

L

STONE COMEDY

Night

-

rvU mntinn of Pol
Alfred Gruns
feld, chairman of the commission, the
matter was taken under advisement.
TWa mmnhint Afrulnst Silva's TllaCC
was based on the statement that It is
located n a place whicn is not a vn
laen of 100 inhabitants or larger. The
purported to he signed by
complaint
w i.'
Farley, but owing to a mistake
tho min nf thn eomnlaint and order
to appear, contained the signature of
Reuben Perry. An attorney for the
defense asked that the case be continued until a correct summons and complaint was given his client. This was

TWO-REE-

MADEL
NORMAND

"A SAFE DANGER"

ANNOUNCE CONCERT FOR
BAND CONCERT TONIGHT

cn

1

IX-

'The Venus
Model'

.

'

CITY-ELECTR-

SPRINGER

'

'

'

F

Mabel

appoint,
seven to act as a directory board for
activities.
the bureau's
A program of action is to be laid
out by the committee at an early date
and submitted to a general membership meeting for,1 approval.
drive
a
nlnnu- tho Hrtntll.-iHand other projects
were tentatively suggested for the
of
first place on the bureau's list one
activities. The plan is to attack
big project and attempt to finish bu-it
before attempting another. The
with public
reau also will
the
imorovitui
ia
in
road system.
The personnel of the directing committee has not been announced.
s
A. B. Hebenstrelt, Albunuerque
new city manager,- attended the meethimself
ing last night and declared
in sympathy with the

al

Seeing the Great New York City

Plant,

Goldwyn Presents

ROADS

Hea-coc-

maSTallison
THE TRIUMPH OF
FORD WEEKLY

Under arm nnements inst made, in
Following the examination of throe
wiin h,' ,
witnesses ny tne uoaru ui
".
In!
leal corps and the department of
commissioners yesterday afternoon
of
council
the
of
H.lence
.and research
against
hearing of complaints
of the Swastika) national defense, students enrolled in
Gonzales proprietor
........
.
,
U
.
Pnl......
im i" - .1...
u,e uniij iraiiuiiK 'uii- ..vit thD
uuoon, w'.in, n cnareu,i l.oi,
i(vico mav orcpare
,.f
miitinu- women to loiter about his sa
the
loon, ih commissioners took the case for service In tho sanitary corps of outarmy. A special course has been
under advisement.
A second complaint, against Peter lined under the auspices oi tne BurinHoddu, proprietor of a place familiar- geon general's office, including
of
in the fundamentals
ly known as Silva's, in Tijeras canyon, struction
was continued until 2 o'clock Thursday chemistry and biology and additional
afternoon, owing to a clerical error in work in, bacteriology, histology, histthe filing of the complaint.
ological technique and physiological
The complaint against the Swastika, chemistry In preparation for tho duat Twelfth street and the Indian ties of an officer in the sanitary
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